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ePaul Magazine reviews the
evolution of DePaul as a leader
in higher education and, specifically,
the university's accomplishments
during the presidency of the Rev.
Dennis H. Holtschneider, C.M. We
hope you enjoy this look back
at DePaul from its beginnings
to a maturity characterized by
innovative curriculum and teaching
initiatives, ambitious campus
buildings and renovation programs,
and the revitalization of its
Vincentian mission and values.
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AROUND CAMPUS

A. Gabriel Esteban Named
DePaul’s 12th President
The University’s First Lay President to Take Office on July 1

O

n July 1, DePaul will begin a new chapter
in its history when A. Gabriel Esteban,
PhD, begins his term as the university’s 12th
president—the first lay president in the university’s 119-year history. “I look forward to
the opportunity to enhance DePaul’s academic
reputation and mission in partnership with
everyone here,” Esteban said when he was introduced to the DePaul community on Feb. 16.
Esteban has broken new ground before.
He currently serves as the president of Seton
Hall University in South Orange, N.J., the
university’s first nonordained president in
more than 25 years. He assumed that role
in 2011, after previously serving as interim
president and provost.
During his tenure at Seton Hall, Esteban
led the university’s strategic planning and

academic enhancement initiatives. He also
oversaw changes to enrollment management
and financial aid strategies, and helped
strengthen retention and graduation rates.
Through his strategic implementations and
leadership, Esteban further diversified the
university’s student population and maintained a steady percentage of first-generation
freshman enrollment.
In addition, Esteban and Seton Hall
established the only private medical school
in New Jersey, in partnership with Hackensack Meridian Health, a new College of
Communication and the Arts, and a Catholic
studies department. He played a critical role
in Seton Hall’s physical transformation, as the
university invested more than $150 million
in major campus improvements over the past

A. Gabriel and Josephine Esteban Photo by DePaul University/Jamie Moncrief

five years. Esteban helped raise more than $40
million toward those capital enhancements.
Prior to joining Seton Hall, Esteban held
several senior-level leadership positions at the
University of Central Arkansas and Arkansas
Tech University. He has also taught marketing
in higher education institutions in both the
United States and the Philippines, where
he and his wife, Josephine, were born and
raised. Both Esteban and his wife attended the
University of the Philippines, where he earned a
bachelor’s degree in mathematics and an MBA,
and she received a bachelor’s degree in business
economics and a master’s in economics.
The Estebans, however, hoped to further
their education abroad. “Growing up in a
developing country like the Philippines, one
could only dream about going to the U.S. to
study or live. We were fortunate that both my
wife and I were able to get scholarships in the
U.S.,” Esteban said. He earned a doctorate in
business administration from the University of
California, Irvine, and a master’s in Japanese
business from Chaminade University of
Honolulu. Mrs. Esteban holds an MBA from
the University of California, Riverside.
“DePaul’s mission, which is about
[serving] certain groups—the poor, the
marginalized, lower income and immigrant
populations—is something which is near
and dear to not just my heart, but my wife’s
as well,” Esteban said. He is a founding
board member and vice chairman of the
Asian Pacific Islander American Association
of Colleges and Universities, a national
organization established to advocate on behalf
of minority-serving institutions that have
significant numbers of Asian-American and
Pacific Islander–American students.
The Estebans have one daughter, Ysabella.
She is an alumna of Seton Hall University and
Creighton University School of Medicine.
She is currently a medical resident at the
University of Chicago.

Dedicated
Service
Deans Marisa Alicea and
Ray Whittington to Step Down

S

chool for New Learning
(SNL) Dean Marisa
Alicea and Ray Whittington,
dean of the Driehaus College
of Business and Kellstadt
Graduate School of Business,
will step down from their
positions at the end of the
2016-17 academic year. The
extraordinary impact the two
administrators and educators
have had on the university
reflects their outstanding
dedication to DePaul.
Enriching adult education
at DePaul was Alicea’s passion
when she became SNL dean in
2008, after serving as interim

Dean Marisa Alicea
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dean in 2007. Alicea greatly
enhanced the writing and
online learning programs in the
school. Under her leadership,
SNL launched new writing
support services for students
and provided professional
development opportunities
for faculty on teaching writing
across the curriculum. She also
introduced an assigned advising
model and strengthened the
mentoring support network
for students.
Throughout her tenure
as dean, Alicea helped create
a number of partnerships
between the college and

Dean Ray Whittington

external organizations, including a collaboration with Fifth
Third Bank. Internationally, she
was crucial to the formation of
the partnership between SNL
and Tangaza University College
in Kenya. Alicea graduated
eight cohorts of adult students
who received degrees in
leadership and management.
She also worked closely with
All Hallows College in Dublin,
Ireland, to create a degree
program for adults.
Alicea will take a sabbatical
during the 2017-18 academic
year. She will then return to
SNL as a faculty member. “I
have many research projects that
I’ve already started to work on
and am excited about deepening
that work and returning to
teaching,” Alicea said.
During his tenure as dean,
Whittington was pivotal in
expanding the college and
strengthening its reputation as
a national leader in business
education. Whittington became
dean in 2006 after serving as
SPRING 2017

interim dean for one year. Prior
to that, he served as the director
of the School of Accountancy
& Management Information
Systems for nine years, a role he
will resume in 2017.
Whittington played an
integral part in securing a
$30 million gift to the college
from Richard H. Driehaus
(BUS ’65, MBA ’70, DHL
’02)—the largest gift DePaul
has ever received. The college
was renamed after Driehaus in
2012. Under Whittington, the
college launched the School
of Hospitality Leadership in
2010. He also helped create
several new Master of Science
programs and launched the
college’s first doctoral program.
“I am honored to have
served as dean during such
a pivotal time of growth for
DePaul,” Whittington said. “I
do miss my days as a faculty
member and now seems like
the opportune time to make
a transition back to teaching
and research.”
DEPAUL MAGAZINE
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Embracing Spirits
Center for World Catholicism and Intercultural
Theology Hosts Major Conference

I

t began with a prayer. Sister Eva Solomon,
C.S.J., a Catholic nun of Anishinaabe
heritage, led attendees in a call and response
invoking her indigenous tradition. The soldout “The Church & Indigenous Peoples in

the Americas Conference,” held Nov. 4-5,
2016, explored the relationship between
the Roman Catholic Church and native
peoples throughout the Americas. The event
was co-sponsored by the College of Liberal
Arts and Social Sciences’ Center for World
Catholicism and Intercultural Theology
(CWCIT) and the Catholic Theological
Union (CTU).
William Cavanaugh, professor of Catholic
studies and CWCIT director, welcomed attendees with a statement of purpose: “We talk
about North/South dialogue, but both exist
in each other’s zones. We’re here to talk about
newer initiatives where robust Catholicism
comes out of indigenous expressions.”
Michel Andraos, associate professor of
intercultural theology and ministry at CTU,
added that these are “challenging times for
the church in relationship with indigenous
peoples. New movements are emerging
centered on historic responsibility and being
part of a solution.”
Sister Solomon spoke movingly about the
racism she faced growing up near Winnipeg,
Manitoba. “What racism does to us as people
is very violent. It puts us down and demands
of us to conform to the colonial way of life.”

A Place of Refuge
Law Panel Discusses Work Defending Refugee
Claims in Greece
Armed conflict and climate crises have led to the largest
forced migration since World War II, with more than 65 million
people fleeing their homelands. Syrian, Iraqi and Afghani
refugees are pressing against European borders, but the
ability and will of European Union countries to absorb them
has left many stranded in refugee camps in legal limbo. On
Oct. 27, 2016, the Society for Asylum and Immigration Law,
a student organization at DePaul’s College of Law, fielded
a panel of attorneys and law professors to discuss ongoing
legal work on behalf of refugees detained in Greece.
Lisa Koop, associate director of legal services for the
National Immigrant Justice Center, Duane Sigelko, partner
4
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Yet, as the director of the Building Bridges
Project for Canada’s Standing Committee on
Aboriginal Affairs of the Assembly of Western
Catholic Bishops, she has been able to work
toward a truly indigenous Catholic church.
The U.N. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples informs her work on Canada’s
Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
Pedro Gutiérrez Jiménez, coordinator
of indigenous theology for the Institute
for Intercultural Studies and Research in
Chiapas, Mexico, says he came to understand
his Christian faith in the context of his
Mayan-Tzeltal heritage and developed an
“Indian theology.”
“For the good of humanity and Mother
Earth, we want to be Christians without
giving up our indigenous identity,” he said.
“Indian theology is present in the practices
and thinking of Christian churches, and
we can develop a synthesis between the
two spiritualities.”
Archbishop Emeritus Sylvain Lavoie,
O.M.I., a missionary oblate to the indigenous
peoples of north and central Saskatchewan,
recounted the tragic history of native children
who were taken from their families to be
educated in missionary schools. “Education
got us into this mess, and it will get us out
of it,” Lavoie concluded. “We must choose
to enter into cross-cultural experiences, get
out of a colonial mindset and complete the
apology by listening with the heart, asking
for forgiveness, declaring never to do harm
again and making amends.”

at Reed Smith LLP, and DePaul Instructor and University
Ombudsperson Craig Mousin spoke about their experiences
on the Greek island of Lesbos providing pro bono legal
assistance to refugees, monitoring conditions in the refugee
camps and assessing the viability of a long-term pro bono
project in the area. Greece, they learned, has neither the
financial resources nor a functioning refugee system to
address the crisis.
The panel talked about their initial difficulties in convincing
officials they had the right under Greek law to represent
refugees, but also about some developments that have made
their work easier.
Bottom line, the panelists said, the refugee crisis needs to
be tackled as an international phenomenon. Law students,
they said, can provide research and translation skills to
help attorneys on the ground working on behalf of these
vulnerable individuals.

DOUBLE DOWN
AT DEPAUL
Once a Blue Demon, always a Blue Demon—now be a Double Demon.
If you’re like the vast majority of DePaul University alumni, you’re probably doing pretty well
in your job. But you may be getting to the point where you can see the value of an advanced
degree or additional coursework to do even better. Well, did you know that all DePaul alums
are eligible for the Double Demon Scholarship, which covers 25 percent of the tuition for
degree, non-degree or certificate coursework taken at the graduate level? No application
necessary. You qualify automatically.* You know DePaul, and DePaul knows you. This could
be the continuation of a beautiful relationship.

LEARN MORE
Visit go.depaul.edu/alumnischolarships.

*Some restrictions apply. To see a full list of eligible graduate degree and non-degree programs, visit go.depaul.edu/alumnischolarships.

ATHLETICS

All Heart
Student-Athletes Serve Others

We’re No. 1!
DePaul Tops BIG EAST in Academic Excellence Awards

D

ePaul earned six BIG EAST Team
Academic Excellence Awards, marking the sixth straight year that DePaul has
led the 22 BIG EAST teams recognized
for having the highest collective gradepoint averages in each conference sport
during the 2015-16 season. The DePaul
teams honored were women’s indoor
track and field, women’s outdoor track
and field, men’s soccer, softball, women’s
tennis and volleyball.
Since 2008-09, the DePaul women’s

basketball, women’s cross country, golf,
men’s soccer, women’s soccer, softball,
men’s tennis, women’s tennis, women’s
indoor track and field, women’s outdoor
track and field, and volleyball teams have
all earned the BIG EAST Team Academic
Excellence Award at least once. In the last
eight academic years, a total of 48 DePaul
programs have earned the conference’s
Team Academic Excellence Award, with
a school-record eight teams in 2012-13
and 2014-15.

Good Works!

DePaul senior Billy Garrett Jr. was one
of 10 men’s basketball players named
to the Allstate Insurance and National
Association of Basketball Coaches
(NABC) Good Works Team. The Good
Works Team showcases the benevolent
community service and humanitarian
efforts of exceptional student-athletes
who have made a positive and lasting
impact on and off the court. This year’s
honorees have been involved in such
projects as helping those affected by the
Flint, Mich., water crisis and educating
students in Nigeria. This year’s Good
Works Team members were recognized
at the NCAA Final Four in Phoenix,
where they participated in a community
service project.

Garrett Named to Allstate NABC
Good Works Team

Billy Garrett Jr.
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Senior men’s basketball player
Peter Ryckbosch came up with
a novel way to spend part of his
last summer vacation—he ironed
100 blankets. It was all part of an
effort to connect children of the
St. Vincent de Paul Center with
something they really needed.
Ryckbosch and other
student-athletes attached and
ironed on individually decorated
heart-shaped logos that read
“DePaul Blue Demons.” “I spent
quite a few hours in the Athletics
Academic Advising office ironing
on the logos so the kids would
know where the blankets were
coming from,” said Ryckbosch,
whose ironing partner was senior
volleyball player Colleen Smith.
“What Peter did was awesome,”
said senior cross country and
track athlete Paige Skorseth. “I
tutor with him and have gotten to
know him these last four years. He
is a phenomenal student-athlete
and a great role model.
“Not everyone enjoys the
same privileges we have nor are
they as fortunate as we are,”
Skorseth continued. “DePaul’s
mission is that no matter what
your status in life may be, you are
fortunate to be a student-athlete
at a great university, and it’s your
responsibility to reach out and
help others.”

Class Acts
DePaul Honors Athletic
Hall of Fame Class of 2017

N

ine individuals and one team were
celebrated recently for their athletic
accomplishments when they were inducted
into the DePaul Athletic Hall of Fame on
Feb. 25:
Bobby Simmons (CMN ’14), Men’s
Basketball (1998-2001)—Helped lead
the Blue Demons to the 2000 NCAA
tournament and 1999 National Invitation
Tournament. DePaul was 18-13 in his first
season and 21-12 in his second year after
going 7-23 and 3-23 the two years before
his arrival.
Mfon Udofa, Women’s Basketball
(1994-98)—Led the Blue Demons to
two NCAA tournament appearances,
including advancing to the second round in
1996. Second all-time in career free throw
attempts, No. 4 in rebounding, No. 5 in
free throws and rebounding average, No. 9
in field goal percentage, No. 11 all-time in
blocks and No. 12 in scoring average.
2000 Softball Team—Became only the
second team in program history to advance
to the NCAA Women’s College World
Series (WCWS) as one of the eight top
teams in the nation, finishing with a 40-22
record and the No. 8 ranking in the final
National Fastpitch Coaches Association/
USA Today Top 25 Poll.
Yvette Healy (CMN ’99, MED ’08),
Softball (1996-99)—First freshman to be

named All-American in program history
and the second in school history to earn
All-American honors in multiple seasons.
A three-time Academic All-American and
No. 12 in the nation in batting average
(.424) as a junior. Helped lead the Blue
Demons to a school record of 54 wins and
a berth in the WCWS as a senior. All-time
school leader in stolen bases.
Nicole Terpstra Wondaal (EDU ’99),
Softball (1996-99)—A second-team
All-American in 1999 who helped lead
DePaul to the WCWS. Only pitcher in
school history to win 20 games or more
in each of her four seasons and among a
handful to post 500 strikeouts in a season.
Four-time conference Pitcher of the Year
and fourth in the nation in ERA as a senior.
Karen Stewart Kanupke (EDU
’00), Softball (1996-99)—Two-time
Academic All-American shortstop with the
second-highest career marks in RBIs and
doubles. No. 3 all-time in total bases and
starts, No. 4 in at-bats, No. 5 in home runs
and No. 6 in slugging percentage.
Nives Milosevic Horacek (BUS ’99),
Women’s Tennis (1994-98)—Until 2016,
was all-time leader in singles victories
(105). Compiled a 33-9 record in 1997-98
and teamed with Klara Salopek to form
the most successful doubles team in school
history.
Jevgenij Cariov (BUS ’03), Men’s Tennis
(2000-03)—Only Blue Demon in program
history to compete in the NCAA tournament, advancing to the second round of the
2001 tournament as a junior. Postcollege
career includes winning the Broomfield
(Colo.) men’s open title in 2015.

A Deep Bench
Injuries Fail to Derail Women’s Basketball Season

Student-athletes decorate blankets.

The fortitude of the women’s basketball program was front
and center when Coach Doug Bruno’s team strung together
a magnificent run of wins despite losing three key players to
injury. DePaul won 16 of 17 games in the middle of a season
that included a 10-game winning streak without the help of
BIG EAST Preseason Player of the Year and leading scorer
Jessica January, second-leading scorer Ashton Millender
and forward Marte’ Grays. The program was ranked among
the nation’s Top 25 for most of the season.

Mfon Udofa

Henry Radcliffe, Boxing (1947-49)—
Radcliffe competed in two of the three
seasons DePaul fielded a boxing program
and won six consecutive bouts to advance
to the final four in the 1949 NCAA
Championships. Named an All-American.
Dan Ustian (BUS ’73), Dr. Robert
Hamilton Special Service Award—
A longtime university benefactor, he leads
the Wintrust Arena at McCormick Square
fundraising committee and serves on
DePaul’s Board of Trustees.

Most prominently stepping into the breach was senior
guard Brooke Schulte, who was named BIG EAST Player
of the Week four times, had games of 35 and 30 points
and is the 2017 BIG EAST Player of the Year. Senior
forward Jacqui Grant also raised her game and was
averaging double digits in points and rebounds during
conference play. Others playing the best basketball
of their respective careers included Amarah Coleman,
Lauren Prochaska, Kelly Campbell, Tanita Allen and
Chante Stonewall.
The Blue Demons won 20 games or more for the 10th
time in a row. They spent virtually the entire season ranked
among the Top 25 teams in the nation.
SPRING 2017
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

To my DePaul

Family
I’m writing to thank you.
This is my final letter to you as your president. I hope I’ve been a good steward, but I do
know one thing for certain. These 13 years have been an extraordinary blessing for me.
It is a blessing to have good work in life. DePaul is truly a noble enterprise. Each day our
faculty and staff wake up, come to campus and prepare the next generation. They research,
write and consult in nearly every area of human endeavor, bringing the best of current
knowledge and research to bear so that the world itself might be improved.
It is a blessing to work alongside good people. I’ve known amazing student leaders, selfless
faculty and staff, politicians who truly believe in public service, corporate and nonprofit leaders
who create the most civic-minded city I’ve ever known, and, yes, extraordinarily generous
alumni—one generation literally helping the next—who give scholarships, internships, jobs
and advice to our students as they begin their adult lives.
It is a blessing to continue the work of St. Vincent de Paul with all of you. I have frequently
said that I believe St. Vincent must be proud to have his name associated 400 years later
with the good work that is being done in his name.
DePaul is like a symphony that comes to life each day as all of us—including you, our alumni
and friends—gather and take up our various instruments. Thank you for making DePaul what
it has become. DePaul is truly a rare treasure, and it has been the great honor of my life to
work with you on its behalf. I promise you that I will continue to support this institution for
the rest of my life. I look forward to the ways our paths will cross in the future.
May God bless you, and through all of us, may God continue to bless DePaul University.

Rev. Dennis H. Holtschneider, C.M.
11th President of DePaul University
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Future Now

Photo by Jamie Moncrief

BY KRIS GALLAGHER

“Like a sculptor who sees the splendor that will emerge
from a slab of marble, we hold in our minds a powerful
image of the DePaul we aspire to become.”
THE REV. DENNIS H. HOLTSCHNEIDER, C.M., LAUNCHING
VISION 2018, DEPAUL’S CURRENT STRATEGIC PLAN
10
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1. Enhance academic quality and support educational
innovation
2. Deepen the university’s distinctive connection to the
global city of Chicago (see “Partnerships,” page 19)
3. Strengthen DePaul’s Catholic and Vincentian identity
4. Foster diversity and inclusion
5. Ensure a business model that builds the university’s
continued strength and educational excellence
Here are some of the key initiatives that are driving Vision 2018
to a successful conclusion.

Academic quality and innovation
ANTICIPATING TRENDS. When it comes to developing new programs,
“Ideas come first,” says David Miller, dean of the College of Computing
and Digital Media (CDM). Take DePaul’s thriving master’s degree
in predictive analytics, better known as big data, jointly offered by
CDM and the Kellstadt Graduate School of Business.
“We were the first in the area to offer a sizable graduate program in
big data,” he says. “That’s an example of our faculty looking forward,
seeing that this was going to become a hot field and taking advantage
of our ability to move quickly.”

Photo by Sandy Rosencrans

A

lexa Zajecka is about to graduate from DePaul with a degree
that didn’t exist six years ago, bestowed by a college that didn’t
exist then either. The senior from Wilmette, Ill., is wrapping
up her bachelor’s degree in health sciences from DePaul’s College
of Science and Health (CSH), both created in 2011. She’s one of
about 750 students currently majoring in health sciences; another
400 already have graduated.
Zajecka is not unique. More than 10,000 DePaul students have
enrolled in programs created within the last five years. Health sciences—
now the second-favorite major for freshmen entering DePaul—is just
one of 178 new majors, concentrations and certificates established
since Fr. Holtschneider became president in 2004.
“Father Dennis cultivated an environment in which faculty dared
to try out new ideas in order to stay on the cutting edge and make our
curriculum highly competitive. Close to 200 new programs were developed, passed by Faculty Council and approved by the provost during my
time as Faculty Council president from 2011 to 2016,” says Michaela
Winchatz, associate professor in the College of Communication.
That spirit of innovation permeated the university throughout Fr.
Holtschneider’s presidency. DePaul pioneered everything from student
support services to community partnerships, garnering attention and
praise throughout the higher education sector. Fr. Holtschneider
personally represented DePaul on the national stage while advancing
higher education by serving as a member of the board of directors
of the American Council on Education, a trustee of the National
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities, and chair of
the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities.
In 2016, DePaul was ranked among the 25 most innovative
universities in the nation by U.S. News & World Report.
DePaul innovates purposefully, guided by three successive strategic
plans, the latest of which—Vision 2018—has five core goals:

DePaul’s Innovative Strategies Draw National Attention

The Rev. Dennis H. Holtschneider, C.M., talks with students in the Men of Color Initiative, one of the many mentorship programs
established during his DePaul presidency.

FUTURE NOW

Alexa Zajecka says, “I owe my immediate acceptance into a
physician assistant program to the Pathways Program in the College
of Science and Health. This program gave me a crucial edge.”

Once an idea takes hold, everything snowballs. A single popular
degree in digital cinema grew into CDM’s School of Cinematic Arts.
Faculty brought on board to teach courses in video game and graphic
design spurred the creation of CDM’s School of Design.
“Ultrafast” is how Gerry Koocher, dean of CSH, describes it.
He marvels at how DePaul’s Board of Trustees, when presented with
a sound business case, responded with resources in the middle of
a fiscal year to hire nursing faculty and double the capacity of the
master’s entry to nursing program.
CSH didn’t stop there. It built new labs to meet growing student
demand in less than a year and aligned undergraduate and graduate
curricula to create the Pathways Honors Program in less than two
years. In partnership with Kellstadt, it is now creating a combined
bachelor’s, master’s and certification program in actuarial science.
The College of Communication was created just four years before
CSH, in 2007, says Dean Salma Ghanem. Both enrollment and the
number of faculty members have roughly doubled since then. “It
was really foresight to see that the world is relying more and more
on communication skills, and the demand for communication keeps
increasing. We paralleled and met the demand,” she says.
In 2006, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (now the College
of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences [LAS]) launched a minor in lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender and queer studies, making DePaul the first
Catholic university to offer one. LAS began offering a master’s degree
in refugee and forced migration studies in 2015, the first of its kind
in the United States.
SPRING 2017
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home,” Fr. Holtschneider often said. Once the new School of Music
building is completed and opens in 2018, each college and school
at DePaul—plus the John T. Richardson Library—will be in new or
extensively renovated facilities. Renowned architects Pelli Clarke Pelli
and Joseph Antunovich designed several of these buildings, including
the Wintrust Arena at McCormick Square that will return DePaul
basketball to Chicago.
Lucas Baisch (THE ’14) understands the power of place. During
his first three years at DePaul, the playwright studied in The Theatre
School’s former home, a renovated elementary school on Kenmore
Avenue. “It was not a pretty sight,” he says, but “it evoked a sense of
camaraderie in the student body.”
Baisch says he felt very lucky to spend his senior year in the
new building, where his play “The Scavengers” was first produced.
Initially a bit intimidated, he and his classmates quickly adapted to
their new surroundings. “I do think people work differently in this
kind of building,” says Baisch, who is currently under commission
as a member of the Goodman Theatre’s 2016-17 Playwrights Unit.
“Having such high-end spaces made the students work to their highest
caliber because they knew a lot was expected of them. It really raised
the bar for what making theatre at DePaul could look like.”
“Father Holtschneider has made the arts a critical component of the
DePaul experience,” says John Culbert, dean of The Theatre School.
“Our world-class arts programs are now supported by elegant new
facilities. The new buildings for theatre, music and the art museum,

plus our partnership with Cinespace, enable us to explore truth through
the lens of the arts, encouraging critical thinking and conversation,
and thus serving the future of our society.”

and experiences,” she says. “While they may be uncomfortable
talking to strangers in the classroom, they have no inhibitions about
participating in online discussions.”
Online courses are the modern expression of the flexibility DePaul
has always offered its students, according to GianMario Besana,
associate provost for global engagement and online learning. While
DePaul’s online courses are available in all 50 states, most students
mix online and on-campus courses in Chicago. Thirteen percent of
DePaul’s credit hours now are being delivered online, and 23 degree
programs are entirely online.
“We know that our students live complicated lives. Our graduate
students typically are people who work full time and come to school
at night,” Besana says. “Having the possibility of taking one or more
courses online in a given quarter really makes the difference for some
students between reaching graduation or not.”
Kelly can confirm that. “I’ve had a number of young women enroll
in my course when they were in later stages of pregnancy, when it
would be difficult to come to campus. One actually submitted a paper
just as she was going into labor!” she says. “I often have students with
disabilities in the course, especially in winter quarter when someone
with mobility issues would be challenged by icy, cold weather.”
DePaul’s successful embrace of online learning is due in large part
to the DePaul Online Teaching Series (DOTS), created in 2008 to
share best practices with faculty. More than 540 faculty members have
completed the program, which won the national excellence award
from the Sloan Consortium in 2012.

“Having such high-end spaces made the
students work to their highest caliber because
they knew a lot was expected of them.”
LUCAS BAISCH (THE ‘14)

THE ONLINE ADVANTAGE. Beth Kelly was skeptical about the value
of online courses—until she started teaching one. Now Kelly, a
professor of women’s and gender studies who has taught the sophomore
multiculturalism seminar since 1996, is a convert.
“It’s understandable that diverse groups of students who have little
in common are reluctant to talk honestly about issues like race, sex and
gender. Over the years, as DePaul expanded into ever more separate
programs, it became increasingly difficult to create a ‘community of
comfort’ in the classroom,” she says.
But after she started teaching the course online a few years ago,
she realized something unexpected was happening. “The discussion
boards were lighting up, absolutely vibrantly, as students enthusiastically made linkages between historical and contemporary issues

Foster diversity and inclusion

Photo by Antunovich Associates

Students are both challenged and inspired by new facilities such as the stages in the Pelli Clarke Pelli–designed Theatre School building.
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“When our faculty members teach and consult internationally, it
helps enrich the classroom experience here at DePaul,” says Patrick
J. Murphy, professor of management and entrepreneurship, who has
taught abroad extensively. “Teaching in other countries builds an
educator’s skills, and it enables one to engage students from a broader
range of backgrounds more effectively.”
He continues, “Having international students here helps our
university connect the DePaul educational experience with the rest
of the world and better enables all of our students to achieve their
goals.” Students learn firsthand how residents of other countries view
concepts such as leadership. They build networks that can help them
make vital connections.
Murphy muses, “It’s almost ironic, but you can learn much about
your own country by getting out of it for a while. Your understanding
of living and working in America is made richer by experiencing other
cultures around the world.”

Photo by Ken Butigan

NEW FACILITIES ACROSS CAMPUS. “Every college must have a proper

FUTURE NOW

A GLOBAL CAMPUS. “The impact of this trip was huge!” enthuses
Bailley Leppert, who visited Assisi, Italy, as part of DePaul’s innovative
FY@broad program, created in 2009 specifically for freshmen. “I felt
like my eyes were finally open to the world.” Leppert, a sophomore
majoring in public relations and advertising, says she looks at every class
differently now. “This experience made me consider the international
aspect of everything that I’m learning,” she says.
That’s exactly the outcome Fr. Holtschneider hoped for when he
asked faculty and staff to ensure that students become global citizens.
“The university wants to expose our students to the largest possible
number of intercultural experiences,” he explains. “We know, because
there are data, that this can be truly transformational.”
During the past dozen years, the study abroad program was
centralized and streamlined, making it easier for faculty members to
create trips. Short-term trips that are more affordable for students
multiplied, and the FY@broad program offered scholarship support
to help more students participate.
Eliza Talaga, a sophomore majoring in international studies, was
one of those scholarship recipients. “Going abroad forces you to learn
new skills and immerse yourself into an entirely different culture. It
teaches you so much,” she says. “Scholarships really help you get the
most out of your experiences while you are in college.”
DePaul also brings the world to Chicago. The number of international
students on campus has increased. Faculty members who have taught in
other nations, often as part of DePaul degree programs held in countries
such as Bahrain and Kenya, bring their experiences back to the classroom.

Sophomore Bailley Leppert (top left), who visited Assisi, Italy,
as part of the FY@broad program, says her international
experiences as a freshman are influencing the rest of her studies.

STUDENTS FIRST. “When I first got to DePaul, it was so confusing,”
says Mercedes Diaz (LAS ’16), who was the first in her family to
go to college. “I was at DePaul Central every day asking questions.”
Diaz quickly learned that DePaul Central—the one-stop shop for
registration and financial issues—was created to help students like her.
“We created infrastructure to support students in all the business and
advising processes, in everything we could do to make all the steps
easier,” says Caryn Chaden, associate provost. Students can declare
or change their major and check their degree requirements online
24/7. Incoming transfer students can see exactly what credit they’ll
get for courses they’ve already taken.
“These programs are here to help us in our journey through college,”
says Diaz. “This is the university doing it right.”
DePaul’s high-touch innovations include launching the Learning
Commons, a central location where students get help with math,
writing and foreign languages as well as participate in study “jams.”
Mentorship programs, such as the Men of Color Initiative and Digital
Divas, sprouted within colleges and across special-interest groups.
SPRING 2017
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The university earned national recognition for its success implementing initiatives such as the McNair Scholars, a federally funded
program that helps low-income and minority students prepare for
doctoral study and academic careers. “I had no idea that to even get
into a PhD graduate program you needed research experience. The
McNair Scholars Program made me aware of research opportunities,”
says Jeremy Pagan (CSH ’16). With DePaul’s help, he spent 10 weeks
as an undergraduate research assistant to a Harvard University professor.
“I can definitely say that without the help of McNair, I wouldn’t
be as prepared for graduate school as I am now,” says Pagan. He’s
currently a doctoral student in social psychology at Tufts University,
where he’s conducting research on perceptions of police, negative
impacts of stereotyping, and intergroup and interracial interactions.
Once again, U.S. News & World Report took notice. In 2016, the
magazine recognized DePaul for not only enrolling but also graduating
students from underrepresented populations at rates substantially
above the national average.
“We care about where you’re going more than about where you’ve
been,” says Jon Boeckenstedt, associate vice president associate vice
president for enrollment management and marketing.

“These programs are here to help us in
our journey through college. This is the
university doing it right.”
MERCEDES DIAZ (LAS ‘16)

Mercedes Diaz (LAS ’16) found the resources she needed to
successfully navigate DePaul as a first-generation student.

“Just recently, we were named the most recognized hospitality
program in Illinois and a top 100 program in the country,” says
Johanson. “This type of enrollment, investment and ranking is similar
to that of programs in existence for decades.”
Donors changed the footprint of the Lincoln Park Campus by
making possible the construction of two science buildings, the Arts
& Letters building, the DePaul Art Museum, and new homes for
The Theatre School and the School of Music. The endowment nearly
doubled to $422 million.
Of all these accomplishments, Fr. Holtschneider is perhaps most
proud of the significant increase in scholarships benefiting people like
Avery Cunningham (LAS ’15, MA ’16) and Andrea Ortiz (LAS
’16). “Growing up as a first-generation student, I was on the fence
between working and school,” says Ortiz. “My parents could not
provide the money to pay for school. At times, I worked two jobs to
pay my way through school.”
Thanks to the Faculty/Staff Endowed Scholarship she received
during her senior year, “I was able to concentrate more on school
and less on how much money I had left to pay for my tuition,” says
Ortiz, who is now working as a youth organizer for the Brighton Park
Neighborhood Council. “It was rewarding to see my hard work pay off.”
Cunningham, who received both merit and need-based scholarships,
says, “People who contribute to scholarships can never really know
how much their gift impacts a young person’s college experience. There
are a lot of young people who have a lot of incredible academic and
merit standing but can’t attend the college that they’d like to because
of their socioeconomic standing.”

FUTURE NOW
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Avery Cunningham (LAS ’15, MA ’16) is one of the many recent
alumni who benefited from more than $107 million in new
scholarships raised during the Many Dreams, One Mission
fundraising campaign.

A sound business model

Jeremy Pagan (CSH ’16), a doctoral candidate at Tufts University,
credits the McNair Scholars Program for preparing low-income
and minority students like him for graduate studies.
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MANY DREAMS, ONE MISSION. Fr. Holtschneider was recruited
in part to build the development and alumni engagement efforts.
The result was a fundraising campaign five times larger than DePaul
had ever undertaken. The three-pronged, $250 million campaign
focused on student scholarships, new buildings and endowed support
for recruiting top-notch faculty. The Many Dreams, One Mission
Campaign far outpaced that mark, raising more than $333 million,
including $107 million for student scholarships.
“Father Dennis flew the length and breadth of this country to
connect with alumni, some of whom had never donated to DePaul
or who were lapsed donors,” says Mary Dempsey (JD ’82), former
Chicago Public Library commissioner and a DePaul trustee who was
board chair during the campaign. Even though the recession hit just
before the campaign started, “He was determined to make the Many
Dreams campaign a success, and it certainly was,” she says.
The School of Hospitality Leadership in the Driehaus College of
Business, hailed by industry leaders in Chicago’s vibrant hospitality
market after it opened in 2010, was one of the first new programs
to benefit from the campaign. “The Many Dreams campaign was
ideal timing,” says Misty Johanson, professor and director of the
school and, beginning July 1, interim dean of the Driehaus College
of Business. The campaign generated matching funds to complement
a $7.5 million gift from the Hilton Foundation, enabling the school
to open. Enrollment and employer praise surged. In 2015, every
graduate found a job in the industry, she says.

2005
2005

2006
2006

2007
2007

Year

Year
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Now she uses the skills she learned at DePaul in her home state of
Tennessee as the program manager for Memphis Challenge, which
prepares high-achieving students of color to become future Memphis
leaders. “In the English program, I was taught how to think critically,
think broadly, think from different perspectives and then express my
perspective in multiple ways to multiple people,” says Cunningham.
“Scholarships help give some of the best and brightest of the upcoming
generation the ability to attend school and get a liberal arts education.”

majoring in theatre arts who is planning a career in drama therapy.
“This phrase has always stuck with me and is what inspired me to
become an active member of the community at DePaul,” he says.
Olson sought out additional programs such as Meet Me at the
Mission, which allows undergraduates to explore what it means to
be a Vincentian leader. “DePaul proved to me that we can all be
agents of social change, and [the university] has presented me with
opportunities to do so,” he says.
Yara Ismail, a senior majoring in public relations and advertising,
participated in the annual Vincentian Heritage Tour, a guided educational tour for students, faculty and staff. Participants visit sites in
Paris and throughout France as they deepen their knowledge of the
university’s patron. (Read more on depaulmagazine.com.)
“Walking in the footsteps of St. Vincent and seeing the Syrian
refugees in the streets of Paris really helped me understand that the
Vincentian mission is timeless,” says Ismail. “We should always be

BLUE DEMONS RISING. Fr. Holtschneider recognized that DePaul
Athletics is about more than sports. It’s a way to raise the university’s
profile nationally, capturing the interest of prospective students
and making a DePaul degree recognizable to employers far from
the Midwest.

“Chief among Father Dennis’ many legacy
contributions to DePaul is his critical role in
working with the mayor and the City of Chicago
to bring men’s basketball back to Chicago.”

“The only way for DePaul to strengthen its
Vincentian and Catholic identity is to explore,
study, debate and then embody that identity
inside and outside of the classroom.”

ATHLETICS DIRECTOR JEAN LENTI PONSETTO (EDU ‘78)

THE REV. EDWARD R. UDOVIC, C.M. (LAS ‘76)
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Senior Yara Ismail says going on the Vincentian Heritage
Tour taught her that DePaul’s mission is timeless and
instilled in her a service-focused mindset.

asking the Vincentian question—‘What must be done?’—and looking
for ways to answer it.”
Scholarship is equally important to DePaul’s identity, says Udovic:
“The only way for DePaul to strengthen its Vincentian and Catholic
identity is to explore, study, debate and then embody that identity
inside and outside of the classroom.”
Fr. Holtschneider says that DePaul became the world’s preeminent
center for Vincentian studies in 2007 when the Vincentian Mission
Institute was founded and the Vincentian Studies Institute relocated
to the university. Catholic scholarship also increased after faculty
members created a separate degree program in Catholic studies.
DePaul also strengthened opportunities for spiritual practice. The
St. Louise de Marillac Chapel opened on the Lincoln Park Campus
in 2007. University Ministry increased outreach to students from
all faith backgrounds, and DePaul created a campus Hillel Center
for Jewish students and hired the university’s first Islamic chaplain.
Through Fr. Holtschneider, DePaul became more tightly entwined
with Catholic institutions throughout the metropolitan area. During
his presidency, DePaul affiliated with the Catholic Theological Union,
enhanced its relationship with Catholic schools and forged connections
with Ascension, the world’s largest Catholic health system. Starting July
1, Fr. Holtschneider will serve as Ascension’s executive vice president
and chief operating officer.
“He has established DePaul as the urban university that embodies
Vincentian values for the benefit of people in our city, across the
country and around the world,” says Dempsey.

Faculty and staff on a Vincentian Heritage Tour explore the foundations of DePaul’s mission and Catholic identity.

of Chicago to bring men’s basketball back to Chicago,” she says.
“The Wintrust Arena at McCormick Square is scheduled to open
in the fall of 2017 on time and on budget.”

A strong Catholic and Vincentian identity
Catholic and Vincentian values have been emphasized and strengthened across the university through initiatives spearheaded by Fr.
Holtschneider and the Rev. Edward R. Udovic, C.M. (LAS ’76),
senior executive for university mission, secretary of the university
and vice president for teaching and learning resources. William Hay
(MBA ’66, DHL ’06), a longtime DePaul trustee, lead donor and
one of the co-chairs of the Many Dreams, One Mission fundraising
campaign, strongly supports them.
“As a student, I didn’t know much about St. Vincent de Paul,
the man whose name is above our door,” Hay says. “Once I learned
about his life’s work, I wanted to make sure that every student
who graduates from DePaul knows about his values and what he
stood for.”
It starts during freshman orientation, when every new student is
asked, “What are you doing for justice?” says Spencer Olson, a senior

Photo by Kathy Hillegonds

“Father Dennis’ understanding of the BIG EAST Conference was
immensely important as DePaul transitioned into the league in his
first year as president,” says Athletics Director Jean Lenti Ponsetto
(EDU ’78). As a member of the board of directors for the conference,
Fr. Holtschneider helped negotiate the BIG EAST’s separation from
universities with football teams, craft a contract that brought the Blue
Demons unprecedented television coverage and retain Madison Square
Garden as the home of the BIG EAST men’s basketball tournament.
He was committed to ensuring Blue Demons succeed academically, Lenti Ponsetto says. Under his direction, Athletics strengthened
academic advising and support and increased access to Career Center
services. Student-athletes responded by steadily improving their
academic performance; they reached an all-time high in the fall of 2016
with a cumulative grade-point average (GPA) of 3.5 across all 15 teams.
“DePaul teams have outpaced their BIG EAST competition in the
classroom during much of his presidency,” she says. “DePaul has the
highest number of team GPA awards in the league year after year.”
His support for athletic performance was equally strong, Lenti
Ponsetto says. Over the past decade, DePaul renovated Wish Field
and built Cacciatore Stadium (men’s and women’s soccer and women’s
softball), refurbished the Cherry Family Track at the Ray Meyer
Fitness and Recreation Center (men’s and women’s indoor track) and
upgraded the indoor golf practice facility. He forged relationships to
increase the number of off-campus facilities available for practice and
meets. Coaches and staff were included in DePaul’s comprehensive
compensation review, ensuring that Athletics can hire and retain
high-achieving employees.
“Chief among Father Dennis’ many legacy contributions to
DePaul is his critical role in working with the mayor and the City

FUTURE NOW
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MATCH MAKING

The American Council on Education (ACE) Fellowship
is a professional development program designed for
emerging leaders in education. ACE Fellow William
Crawley explains how DePaul shaped him as a leader.
BY JACOB SABOLO (LAS ’12)

W

hen William Crawley was accepted
into the ACE Fellowship program
in 2010, he knew who he wanted as his
mentor. “There were just a few [university]
presidents that I wanted to work with—the
number one being Father Holtschneider,”
Crawley reflects. He had met the Rev. Dennis
H. Holtschneider, C.M., two years prior at
Harvard University, where Fr. Holtschneider
was his instructor in the Graduate School
of Education’s management development
summer program. “I felt a sense of affinity
18
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with his leadership style and wanted to learn
from him,” Crawley says.
During his time at DePaul, Crawley, who
currently serves as dean of the College of
Education and Professional Studies at the University of West Florida, closely shadowed Fr.
Holtschneider, which allowed him to interact
with several divisions and senior staff members
throughout the university. “Anything that the
president’s involved in gives you exposure to
other parts of the university and an opportunity to look at the leadership style of [your

SPRING 2017

mentor] and how they strategically integrate
the mission of different parts of the university
into a concerted whole,” Crawley explains. He
also collaborated with then-provost Helmut
Epp to establish DePaul’s College of Science
and Health and directed the selection process
for the founding dean.
Although he spent much of his time with
senior leadership, Crawley enjoyed working
with students. He attended meetings with
Fr. Holtschneider and student organizations,
sharing ideas and discussing campus initiatives.
“It’s an environment where students actually
infuse the expectations of the next generation.
I felt like DePaul was very responsive to its
student body,” he says. “I remember all of
these students from all walks of life would
gravitate toward DePaul’s mission, and they
would find a place where their values were
reinforced and supported.”
But, according to Crawley, DePaul
would not be the institution it is without Fr.
Holtschneider. “[He’s] dealing with a very,
very complex organization [with] lots of layers
of accountability and bureaucracy … and in
his case, well beyond,” he says. “You don’t
have too many presidents that report to a
cardinal.” Despite the several responsibilities
that Fr. Holtschneider juggled and issues he
faced, Crawley says that the president never
lost sight of the individual. “When [you] work
with Father Holtschneider, it’s hard not to
feel like he sees you. And that makes him a
great leader, a leader people want to follow.
He inspires a lot of trust, because he tells the
truth even when it’s sometimes painful or not
to his advantage.”
Crawley recalls that Fr. Holtschneider was
constantly focused on students’ academic and
experiential life during their time at DePaul.
“He’s an authentic leader,” Crawley states.
“He’s a very strategic and a very systematic
thinker, and that’s what I hope to have internalized the most, that and his humanity—he
really just loves DePaul; he loves the mission
of DePaul.”

D

ePaul’s spirit of innovation is nowhere
more apparent than in the ways it partners
with Chicago organizations to meet
community needs while crafting meaningful
educational experiences for students. DePaul uses
partnerships to raise academic quality, jump-start
new programs and maximize its strengths.
Partnerships are central to achieving DePaul’s
strategic goal of deepening its bonds with Chicago.
“Instead of building things fresh, we partner
with people,” says the Rev. Dennis H. Holtschneider, C.M., DePaul’s president.
Here are some of the notable partnerships
created during the past decade.

THE ALLIANCE FOR
HEALTH SCIENCES
In 2008, Michael Welch, M.D.,
had a proposition: Merge
DePaul and Rosalind Franklin
University of Medicine and
Science (RFUMS), one of
the nation’s largest graduate
schools of medicine, which
is located in North Chicago.
Welch, president of RFUMS,
wanted graduate students with
a strong liberal arts background
because he believes they make
more empathetic practitioners.

Photo by Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science

Upholding
Values

Photo by the University of West Florida
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The Alliance for Health Sciences was forged under the direction of Michael Welch, M.D. (left),
president of Rosalind Franklin University of Medicine and Science, and the Rev. Dennis H.
Holtschneider, C.M., president of DePaul.
SPRING 2017
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CREATING MORE
THAN THE SUM OF
THE PART(NER)S
BY KRIS GALLAGHER

DePaul’s fast-growing preprofessional health program seemed
like the perfect source.
DePaul’s counterproposal:
the Alliance for Health Sciences.
Created in 2012, the
distinctive alliance has numerous
components. Undergraduate
students in DePaul’s College
of Science and Health take
classes and get career advice from
RFUMS faculty practitioners.
Select students serve as research
assistants at RFUMS, a rare
opportunity for undergraduates.
The institutions share faculty
and collaborate on joint research.
More than 260 DePaul
undergraduates are enrolled in
the Pathways Honors Program,
which provides accelerated
admission into six graduate
programs at RFUMS, including medicine and pharmacy.
Participants save a full year of
college, decreasing costs and
beginning their professional
careers sooner.
“I couldn’t be more
appreciative of the opportunity
DePaul Pathways has given
us,” says Alexa Zajecka, who
is finishing her health sciences
degree from DePaul while
simultaneously beginning her
master’s degree in physician assistant practice. “Now that I’m
in my first year [at RFUMS],
I completely understand the
relationship between the two
universities: they share not only
the same teaching style, but also
the same values in that students
are focused, open-minded,
respectful and eager to help
the community.”
DEPAUL MAGAZINE
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D E PAUL
COLLEGE PREP

—MARY DEMPSEY
(JD ’82), PRESIDENT OF
DEPAUL COLLEGE PREP

DePaul College Prep welcomes students from both Catholic and
public schools on Chicago’s northwest side.

former Chicago Public Library
commissioner and a DePaul
trustee, who also is president of
DePaul College Prep.
“Father Dennis has said
many times that the future of
the Catholic Church requires

strong Catholic elementary and
high schools as well as colleges
and universities,” she says.
“That’s how you educate people
to remain part of a vibrant
and active faith that embraces
Vincentian values.”

DePaul dramaturgy/criticism major Yasmin Mitchel, center, chats with Elijah King, left, and Jalen
Presley before they conduct interviews for a documentary and for historical content for the
Chicago History Museum.
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CHICAGO HISTORY
MUSEUM
According to Gary Johnson,
president of the Chicago
History Museum, DePaul’s 2012
educational partnership with the
museum is the most frictionless
membership program he’s ever
known. DePaul students, faculty
and staff get free admission and
museum discounts simply by
showing their university ID.
Even more significant, museum
staff create tours and make archival material available to dozens
of DePaul classes throughout the
year. The museum is a frequent
stop for freshmen during
Discover Chicago and Explore
Chicago courses.
“Our museum becomes
your museum,” says Johnson
of the DePaul partnership.
“You can come to the Chicago
History Museum and learn a
lot about economics, learn a
lot about social life, learn a lot
about sociology. You can learn
about all kinds of subjects here,
because it’s your city.”

Photo by DePaul University/Jamie Moncrief

Photo by DePaul College Prep

“FATHER DENNIS
HAS SAID MANY
TIMES THAT
THE FUTURE OF
THE CATHOLIC
CHURCH REQUIRES
STRONG CATHOLIC
ELEMENTARY AND
HIGH SCHOOLS AS
WELL AS COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES.”

Photo by DePaul University/Jamie Moncrief

DePaul had another counterproposal when the Archdiocese
of Chicago asked DePaul to
lend its name to Gordon Tech
High School: Let DePaul help
improve the academic quality
of the school instead.
“We saw an opportunity on
the corner of California and
Addison to make a difference,”
says Rob Karpinski, associate vice
president for external initiatives
at DePaul. Under Holtschneider’s direction, DePaul invested
faculty and staff time and
resources over three years to turn
around the struggling school,
which was renamed DePaul
College Prep in 2014. Through
the academic partnership with
DePaul and the implementation
of the International Baccalaureate
program, the overall academic
quality and perception of DePaul
College Prep has improved
significantly, Karpinski says.
Revitalizing the high
school made perfect sense, says
Mary Dempsey (JD ’82),

“BEFORE OUR
PARTNERSHIP,
IGH WAS A DREAM
BY LEADERS
WORKING TO END
HOMELESSNESS
ACROSS THE
WORLD. THERE WAS
NOWHERE FOR THAT
DREAM TO TAKE
ROOT, GROW AND
REALLY EXIST BEFORE
D E PAUL STEPPED IN.”

♦

Kat Johnson is the executive director of the Institute of Global Homelessness. The organization
is a partnership between DePaul and Depaul International, a London-based charity, to help end
homelessness across the world.

INSTITUTE
OF GLOBAL
HOMELESSNESS
Right now, an estimated 1,200
people in Chicago are "unsheltered." That means they're
sleeping on park benches, under
viaducts, in vacant buildings
or other places not meant for
human habitation. In three
years, that number is expected
to be zero. That’s right—zero.
Zero is also the projected
number of unsheltered people
living in several other major
cities around the world in the
next three years. DePaul is
helping to make it happen.
“The Institute of Global
Homelessness (IGH) would
not exist without DePaul
University, which has been
an extraordinary partner to
us,” says Dame Louise Casey,
advisory committee chair for
the institute and a lifelong
leader in the field. “Before
our partnership, IGH was a
dream by leaders working to
end homelessness across the

world. There was nowhere for
that dream to take root, grow
and really exist before DePaul
stepped in.”
IGH is a collaboration
between the university
and Depaul International,
a London-based charity
that supports marginalized
people and those experiencing
homelessness in six countries.
Founded in 2014, IGH is the
first worldwide organization
and global advocate dedicated
to ending homelessness. It
curates best practices for
reducing homelessness, is
creating common definitions
and measurement standards,
and soon will launch an online
research hub. It also nurtures
community advocates and
educates political leaders.
Fittingly, DePaul first gave
IGH a physical home. It also
provided crucial infrastructure,
faculty consultants, mentors,
research support, interns and
student workers, and more.
“Being surrounded by
smart people from different

disciplines and experiences and
being able to draw on their
varied talents has been incredible,” says Kat Johnson, IGH
director. She says the institute
became fully operational much
faster at DePaul than it could
have independently. Now
Johnson is exploring ways to
further involve DePaul faculty
and students in research
and education.
In June, IGH will launch
an initiative to help 150 major
cities provide shelter for all
their inhabitants by 2030.
A pilot group of cities will seek
to end street homelessness
by 2020.
“None of this would have
happened without DePaul,”
Casey says.

CATHOLIC
THEOLOGICAL
UNION
Echoing the alliance with
Rosalind Franklin University,
DePaul became educational
partners with the Catholic
SPRING 2017

—DAME LOUISE CASEY,
IGH ADVISORY
COMMITTEE CHAIR
Theological Union (CTU),
the largest Roman Catholic
graduate school of theology
and ministry in the United
States, in 2011. Students and
faculty members from each
institution may take classes,
teach and do research at their
counterpart. DePaul students
are able to start their graduate
studies at CTU while finishing
their undergraduate degree
at DePaul, saving time and
tuition and beginning their
careers sooner.
“Through this alliance we
help the local church and
the universal church in ways
that make sense for us as
an educational institution.
Because of our scale, we
can easily give advice and
other assistance that has a
real impact at CTU as well as
benefiting DePaul,” says the
Rev. Edward R. Udovic, C.M.
(LAS ’76), senior executive for
university mission, secretary
of the university and vice
president for teaching and
learning resources.
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CHICAGO CINESPACE
FILM STUDIOS
DePaul’s film and television
program took a giant leap forward when Fr. Holtschneider
championed the university’s
partnership with Cinespace
Chicago Film Studios, says
David Miller, dean of the
College of Computing and
Digital Media.
“DePaul’s facility at
Cinespace has really been
a game changer for our
program. We’re providing
exclusive opportunities that
no other program can offer,”
says Miller. In 2013, the
studio and DePaul’s School
of Cinematic Arts created
a dedicated production
facility with classrooms,
soundstages, and equipment
and collaboration spaces. They
added another 12,000 square
feet last year.

At Cinespace, students
work alongside industry
professionals creating popular
TV shows such as “Empire,”
“Chicago Fire” and “Chicago
PD” and film their own
productions. This collaborative
atmosphere gives students
unprecedented access to
professionals and vendors
on the Cinespace campus.
The partnership was central
to the Hollywood Reporter
ranking DePaul’s program
among the top 20 film schools
in the nation for two years in a
row. Film and television is now
the most popular major for
freshmen entering DePaul.
“Chicago has seen a
renaissance of sorts in the film
and entertainment industries
in recent years with Cinespace
Chicago leading that charge,”
says John Corba (CDM
MFA ’15), director of DePaul

Cinespace Studios. “There’s
really no other film program
like this.”

AMERICA’S URBAN
CAMPUS
“Higher education as a sector
has a tremendous economic
impact on the city and a tremendous impact on workforce
development,” says Fran Casey,
DePaul’s director of community
affairs. DePaul and the Chicago
Loop Alliance conducted studies
in 2005 and 2009 that documented the multimillion-dollar
economic contribution universities made to the South Loop
neighborhood, to the delight of
civic leaders.
Harnessing the power of
that partnership, DePaul led
the way in creating America’s
Urban Campus, a coalition of
22 of Chicago’s largest higher

education and nonprofit
institutions that is unique in
the nation.
“We are the pipeline
between the universities and
the businesses in the city,” says
Casey. Instead of competing,
member institutions focus
their collective resources on
complex urban issues. Civic
leaders, researchers, employers
and marketers gain insights into
Chicago’s 224,000 students
and swiftly connect with
nearly 50,000 faculty members
through the coalition.
“It goes to the heart of Father Holtschneider’s leadership,”
says Terry Mazany (DHL ’11),
president and chief executive
officer of coalition member The
Chicago Community Trust.
“He recognized that there’s
strength in collaboration and in
linking together as institutions
with common interests.”

Photo by Louisiana State University
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DEDICATION TO

DIVERSITY
ACE Fellow Dereck Rovaris recounts how his time at DePaul
affected his approach to diversity. • BY JACOB SABOLO (LAS ’12)

I
Students in DePaul’s School of Cinematic Arts produce their own films in dedicated space at Cinespace Chicago Film Studios.
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n many ways, 2008 was an extraordinary
year for Dereck Rovaris. Not only did he
begin his American Council on Education
(ACE) Fellowship at DePaul, but he was
also living in Chicago when former President
Barack Obama won his historic first
presidential election. The possibilities of the
future made Rovaris eager to work closely with
the Rev. Dennis H. Holtschneider, C.M., to
become a leader in higher education.
Initially, Rovaris was reluctant to pursue
his fellowship at DePaul. He worked at Xavier

University of Louisiana, a Catholic institution,
and wanted to be placed in a public university
or college. Despite his hesitancy, he visited
DePaul and two other universities during the
matching process. While he was impressed
by them all, Rovaris ultimately chose DePaul
because of the tremendous experience that
Fr. Holtschneider promised him. Rovaris
remembers thinking, “This guy knows what
he’s doing—I could learn a lot from him.”
During his fellowship, not a week went
by without Rovaris meeting someone new

LEADER PROFILE

or visiting a new academic or administrative
office. Rovaris’ close work with David
Kalsbeek, senior vice president of enrollment
management and marketing, inspired Rovaris
to explore introducing an enrollment and
marketing program at Xavier. Additionally,
he draws from his experience working with
Liz Ortiz, vice president for institutional
diversity and equity, in his current role as
the vice provost for diversity at Louisiana
State University.
Because he was shadowing Fr. Holtschneider, Rovaris was truly immersed in life at
DePaul. He understands on a personal level
why students choose the university and why
they are drawn to its unique environment.
“What was impressive to me was, in the midst
of its Catholicity, it embraced diversity,”
he says. In fact, he was shocked by how
supportive DePaul was of all of its students.
He recounts visiting a Muslim prayer room
in the Student Center on the Lincoln Park
Campus and appreciating the support services
for LGBTQA students.
“There was a commitment to community
that was palpable … Students were engaged
in volunteer hours and working amongst
their neighbors and members of the greater
Chicago area … [The] idyllic location in a city
like Chicago, with two campuses, one kind
of concrete and glass, the other [with] a more
collegiate feel, really endeared the university to
me.” He explains that DePaul’s mission taught
him that no matter how high you advance in
higher education or any professional field,
you must always give back and help others.
Rovaris credits his ability to be a strong leader
to his time at DePaul with Fr. Holtschneider.
“I learned from Father Dennis how to lead
from the front, from the side and from the
back. Sometimes you gently push, sometimes
you drag and sometimes you actually have
to force hands … but it’s always done with
compassion,” he explains. Rovaris is proud
that Fr. Holtschneider was recognized by ACE
in 2015 for his outstanding contributions to
the Fellows Program and the lasting impact
he made on the fellows he supported. “I now
count him as not only my mentor, but also
my very good friend.”
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DEPAUL
UNDER FATHER
HOLTSCHNEIDER’S
LEADERSHIP
DePaul Athletics
debuts in the BIG
EAST Conference.
➸ DePaul sponsors 15
NCAA sports teams.

2008
The School of Computer
Science, Telecommunications
and Information Systems
becomes the College of
Computing and Digital
Media. The college is
organized into two schools:
the School of Computing
and the School of Cinema
and Interactive Media. In
2015, the college forms its
third school: the School
of Design. ➸ DePaul
acquires the historic 14
E. Jackson building in the
Loop Campus. In December
2010, the university names it
after former Chicago mayor
Richard M. Daley (LAS ʼ65,
JD ʼ68, LLD ʼ90) and Maggie
Daley in recognition of the
couple’s many contributions
to the city and university.

2007

The School
for New
Learning
begins
its partnership with Tangaza
University College in Kenya with
funding from the Conrad H. Hilton
Foundation. The college will go on
to graduate eight cohorts of adult
students in Nairobi. ➸ The Board
of Trustees votes to elevate the
department of communication,
part of the then College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, to the College
of Communication. ➸ The
65-seat St. Louise de Marillac
Chapel is dedicated in the Lincoln
Park Campus Student Center.
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2006

In its survey of the best colleges and
universities in the country, the Princeton
Review ranks DePaul number one in its
“Diverse Student Population” category.

2005

Photo by DePaul
University/
Jeff Carrion

2004

The Board of Trustees elects the Rev. Dennis
H. Holtschneider, C.M., as DePaul University’s
11th president. He takes oﬃce July 1.

2009

The Monsignor Andrew J. McGowan
Center for Environmental Science
and Chemistry opens its doors. The
gold-rated LEED building includes
state-of-the-art classrooms and laboratory spaces, as well
as a rooftop greenhouse. ➸ Fr. Holtschneider joins the
board of directors at Ascension Health, a faith-based health
care organization dedicated to transformation through
innovation across the continuum of care. ➸ DePaul
sets an all-time record for enrollment, surpassing 25,000
students for the ﬁrst time. ➸ The Welcome Center on the
Lincoln Park Campus is completed.

2010
The Many Dreams,
One Mission Campaign
launches in May with a
$250 million fundraising
goal. When the campaign
ended in 2014, more
than $333 million had
been raised.

2012

Arts & Letters Hall opens to students, faculty
and staﬀ. The facility houses the departments of
English and the history of art and architecture,
as well as administrative oﬃces and meeting spaces. ➸ Fr.
Holtschneider is listed as one of Diversity MBA Magazine’s Top 100
under 500 Diverse Executive Leaders. ➸ Finance industry pioneer
Richard H. Driehaus (BUS ’65, MBA ’70, DHL ’02) contributes $30
million to support the recruitment and retention of top business faculty.
It is the largest gift DePaul has received. The College of Commerce is
renamed the Driehaus College of Business.

2011

The DePaul Art Museum moves into its new
home steps away from the Chicago Transit
Authority’s Fullerton ‛L’ stop. ➸ The College
of Science and Health is established. ➸ Fr. Holtschneider accepts
the Vincentian Charism Award from All Hallows College in Dublin,
Ireland, for his outstanding leadership in higher education and
Catholic higher education.

2013

The university
launches Vision
2018: Dedication
to Excellence, Commitment to
Community, the ﬁnal strategic plan led
by Fr. Holtschneider. ➸ The Theatre
School opens its new facility on the
Lincoln Park Campus. It houses two
theatres; costume, makeup, prop and
scene shops; lighting laboratories,
rehearsal rooms and movement studios;
and administrative oﬃces. ➸ The
College of Education relocates to its
new building at the corner of Belden
Avenue and Halsted Street.

2014

DePaul receives the Higher Education
Excellence in Diversity award from INSIGHT
into Diversity Magazine.

2015

2016

DePaul breaks ground on the
Wintrust Arena at McCormick
Square, DePaul basketball’s
new home, as well as on new
facilities for the School of
Music. ➸ Fr. Holtschneider
receives the American Council
on Education Council of
Fellows Mentor Award for
his excellence in preparing
the next generation of higher
education leaders.

The Center for Journalism
Integrity and Excellence
is established, led by
veteran political reporter
Carol Marin and producer
Don Moseley. ➸ DePaul
opens a dedicated
space at 1871,
Chicagoʼs prestigious
entrepreneurial
technology hub.
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A journey through DePaul’s history of
distinguished achievement By Kelsey Schagemann

A

s the 120th anniversary of DePaul’s founding approaches, it’s clear that the “little
school under the ‘L’” has evolved from humble beginnings to become a nationally
respected leader in higher education. Our nearly 24,000 students hail from all 50
states and roughly 100 countries. One in three are first-generation college students.
When they graduate, they will join an alumni network of more than 176,000.

Increase in Alumni
(1910 –2016)
176,000

150,000

Number of Alumni

Photo by DePaul University Special Collections and Archives

200,000

A Progressive
Foundation: 1875-1949
DePaul’s first few decades
saw the university defining its
identity by opening its doors to
women, expanding educational
opportunities and participating
in war efforts. It all began
in 1875, when Vincentians
from the Congregation of the
Mission arrived in Chicago
from LaSalle, Ill., and opened
a church in Lincoln Park at the
northeast corner of Webster Ave.
and Osgood (now Kenmore
Ave.). A few years later, the first
archbishop of Chicago, the Most
Rev. Patrick Feehan, encouraged
the Vincentians to establish a
college on a site nearby.
About 70 students were
enrolled at St. Vincent’s College
during its first year, 1898. Seven
faculty members taught the
courses, making for a slightly
better student-faculty ratio than
today’s ratio of 16:1. Tuition for
the 10-month term cost $40.
The college grew rapidly, and
by December 1907, it adopted
the name it carries now: DePaul
University. In 1911, in a truly
progressive move, the university
admitted its first female students
into its summer programs;

In this 1942 photo, students Gloria Scholar and Jerri Larrson add
stamps to their WWII ration books as Gene Rocklin (LAW ’48)
looks on.

around 1914, the university
went fully coed. In 1912, the
university expanded to affiliate
with the Illinois College of Law
and also launched the School
of Music and the College of
Commerce (now known as the
Driehaus College of Business).
The latter is one of the 10 oldest
business colleges in the country.
After offering classes in Lincoln
Park starting in January 1913,
the College of Commerce moved
its courses to the Loop in 1914.
During the years of active
U.S. participation in World War
I and World War II, DePaul
established a Student Army
Training Corps; offered tuitionfree courses in production

supervision, radio technician
training, chemistry and mathematics; and created a special
program that allowed freshman
and sophomore men to enroll in
both regular college courses and
those that prepared them for the
Navy Officer examination. In the
years between the wars, DePaul
established the first department
of elementary education in the
Midwest, reportedly only one of
six in the country at the time.

Physical and Curricular
Expansion: 1950-1979
These boom years brought new
campus buildings and new

DePaul Enrollment Throughout Its History
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How did DePaul transform
into the largest Catholic university in the nation and one of the
top private universities in the
country? One thing is certain:
It didn’t happen overnight.
Instead, this evolution took place
through small steps and big
leaps, through the dedication and
commitment of faculty, through
the strategic oversight of the
administration and through the
talent and inspiration of a diverse
student body.
While a full accounting
would require a book, this
snapshot offers a glimpse of
DePaul’s development into the
successful leader it is today.

Number of Students Enrolled

The Evolution
of a Leader

EVOLUTION OF A LEADER
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marked the first major change
to undergraduate programs
offered by American Catholic
institutions in 200 years. It
reflected an ideological struggle
between Thomism, a type
of theology and philosophy
typically taught in American
Catholic schools, and existential phenomenology, which was
growing in popularity among
Catholic scripture scholars. A
doctoral program in philosophy was launched three years
later, and it joined biological
sciences and psychology as
the first doctorates offered at
DePaul. That same year, the
university introduced a general
education curriculum for all
undergraduates. Students took
courses in humanities, natural
sciences and mathematics,
philosophy-religion and
social-behavioral sciences.
These students were an

increasingly diverse group.
During the 1960s, the number
of African-American students
grew from approximately 150
to 500. The still-active Black
Student Union was established
in 1968.

DePaul University Special Collections and Archives

courts, a maintenance building
and Cortelyou Commons.
Meanwhile, DePaul introduced
its first suburban campus, the
Northwest Learning Center, in
Park Ridge, Ill.
DePaul’s curriculum evolved
during these years, in part due
to the establishment of two
new schools. In 1972, DePaul
launched the School for New
Learning, which was one of
the country’s first schools
dedicated to adult learning.
That same decade, aspiring
thespians found a new home
at DePaul when the university
acquired the Goodman School
of Drama, known today as The
Theatre School, in 1978.
Earlier in this period,
DePaul bucked tradition
when it added existentialist
and phenomenology courses
to the philosophy curriculum
in 1964. This departure

Diversity and
Leadership: 1980-1999
The later years of the twentieth
century saw DePaul positioning itself as a leader in Chicago
and nationally. Community
involvement, diversity initiatives and innovative courses
and programs took center
stage. In 1980, DePaul had
the second-largest enrollment
of African Americans and
Hispanics among private
universities in Illinois, with 18
percent of students identifying
as people of color. Efforts to

Members of the Black Student Union pose for a photo in the late 1960s. Some of the students raise their clenched fists in a show of
solidarity and support for the Black Power Movement.

increase these percentages
intensified when DePaul
joined Loyola University and
Mundelein College to form the
Hispanic Alliance in 1982. The
alliance focused on improving
educational opportunities
for Hispanics in Chicago;
for example, it created the
Hispanic Women’s Project in
1985 to focus specifically on
higher-education access for
Hispanic women.
DePaul rose to national
prominence with several
other high-profile initiatives.
In 1982, the university was the
first in the country to establish
a Center for Church/State
Studies, which was housed
in the College of Law. Three
years later, the College of Law
launched the Health Law

Map by Cassandra Follett

curricula. Fundraising
campaigns in support of
scholarships, research, programming and faculty gave alumni—numbering nearly 15,000
in 1950 and nearly 26,000 in
1960—an opportunity to give
back to the university that had
given them so much. Foundations also led the charge in
supporting DePaul. The Frank
J. Lewis Foundation made a
gift of the 18-story Kimball
Building, known today as the
Lewis Center, in 1955; it was
the largest gift to the university
up to that point. Eleven years
later, the Arthur J. Schmitt
Foundation made a $1 million
gift, and the academic center
was renamed in its honor.
The university’s footprint
expanded with building
acquisitions and new structures. Alumni Hall, which was
dedicated in 1956, housed an
arena, gym, pool, locker rooms
and handball courts, as well
as classrooms, offices and the
first on-campus cafeteria. The
closure of DePaul Academy,
an independent all-boys high
school initially affiliated with
the university, brought Byrne
Hall into the university’s
fold in 1968. Byrne Hall
became the new home for the
department of psychology.
The first student residence was
erected in 1970, a six-story
building called Clifton Hall
(now Munroe Hall). Six years
later saw a major expansion
as DePaul acquired seven new
acres and five buildings from
the McCormick Theological
Seminary’s old campus in
Lincoln Park. This was quickly
followed by another four acres
and three additional buildings
from the financially struggling
seminary. The acquired
structures included McGaw
Hall (fondly known as the
cheese grater building), HayesHealy gymnasium, tennis

EVOLUTION OF A LEADER

Institute, which was one of the
first programs of its kind in
the United States; the master’s
degree program in health law
was the only one of its kind
in Chicago at the time. Also
in 1985, the School for New
Learning introduced the first
competence-based master’s
degree program in the nation.
At the College of
Commerce, generous donors
enabled improvements in
student learning and faculty
excellence. A $1 million gift
from the Charles H. Kellstadt
Trust established a Center for
Market Analysis and Planning,
which integrated state-of-theart marketing research into
curriculum and programs,
while a $1 million gift from
the Dr. Scholl Foundation

established the university’s
first endowed chair, in the
department of finance.
During the 1990s, DePaul
turned outward as it sought
solutions for both international
and local issues. For example,
the College of Law founded
the International Human
Rights Law Institute, the first
such center in the Midwest.
The institute’s then-president,
M. Cherif Bassiouni, now the
institute’s president emeritus
and emeritus distinguished
research professor of law, was
nominated for the 1999 Nobel
Peace Prize for his efforts
to create the International
Criminal Court.
The College of Commerce
also strengthened its international scope. Thanks to a $9

In 1980, DePaul had the second-largest
enrollment of African Americans and
Hispanics among private universities
in Illinois, with 18 percent of students
identifying as people of color.

The 1968 footprint of DePaul University.
SPRING 2017

million gift from The Kellstadt
Foundation, the Kellstadt
Graduate School of Business
was established in 1992.
One of its premier offerings
launched two years later: an
18-month international MBA
program in marketing and
finance, the first such program
in the country. This program
dovetailed nicely with the
Center for International Business, the result of a $500,000
gift from the Richard H.
Driehaus Foundation.
Domestic outreach
strengthened ties between
DePaul and its vibrant urban
home. When the university
purchased the Goldblatt
building (now the DePaul
Center) from the City of
Chicago, the deal included
the establishment of the $2.5
million Mayor of Chicago
Leadership 2000 Scholarship
Program to offer financial
support to Chicago students
committed to engaging in
community service during
their college years. The launch
of the Monsignor John J. Egan
Center in 1995 also offered a
place for students and faculty
DEPAUL MAGAZINE
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and institutions of Chicago
through weeklong exploratory
courses on topics such as jazz,
public art and murals, and
ethnic neighborhoods.
As DePaul grew in stature,
the university also grew in
size. Enrollment increased

The DePaul Résumé
DePaul’s students, faculty, colleges and
schools have garnered many impressive
awards and honors through the years.
Here is a roundup of select accolades
bestowed on DePaul itself.
One of the top 10
comprehensive
universities in the
Western and Midwestern
states, according to
a poll of college and
university presidents.
(U.S. News & World
Report, 1987)
One of seven
finalists for
College of the Year
(Time magazine and The
Princeton Review, 1997)
Happiest students
in the country (The
Princeton Review, 1999,
2003, 2014)

One of the top 25
undergraduate
entrepreneurship
programs (Fortune
Small Business, 2007)
Named to the
President’s Higher
Education Community
Service Honor Roll with
distinction for exemplary
service to disadvantaged
youth (Corporation for
National and Community
Service, 2008)
One of the top 25
service learning
programs in the country
(U.S. News & World
Report, 2009)

One of the most
diverse universities
in the country (The
Princeton Review, 2003)

Named a green
college (The
Princeton Review, 2010)

One of the best
universities for
social responsibility
and public service (The
Princeton Review, 2005)

Higher Education
Excellence in
Diversity award
(INSIGHT into Diversity
Magazine, 2014)

Most diverse student
population (The
Princeton Review, 2006)

One of the best
places for women
and diverse managers
to work (Diversity MBA
Magazine, 2015)
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more than 50 percent in
the 15 years leading up to
1998. That year, with a fall
enrollment of 18,565, DePaul
officially became the largest
Catholic university in the
country, a distinction it retains
to this day.

Our Connected World:
2000-2017
With more than a century
of success under its belt,
DePaul entered the new
millennium poised to capitalize
on its strengths, find new
opportunities for development
and growth, and continue
to lead the country in social
justice initiatives. The past 17
years have been a heady time,
with the introduction of new
majors, schools and programs;
a comprehensive fundraising
campaign; and collaborations
with unique partners.
Looking back, it’s incredible
to see how far technology has
come in just a short time.
In 2000, DePaul was one of
the first universities to host a
virtual open house, with 20
chat rooms staffed by deans,
administrators, students and
parents. That same year, the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences (now the College
of Liberal Arts and Social
Sciences [LAS]) created an
Interdisciplinary Science and
Technology Center to explore
the growing role of technology
and science in people’s daily
lives. Also in 2000, the first
online courses were offered;
two years later, the School
of Computer Science,
Telecommunications and
Information Systems (CTI),
known today as the College of
Computing and Digital Media,
launched its first master’s
degree programs that could be
completed entirely online.

CTI also led the charge in
establishing a global exchange
program of students and
faculty with the Brazilian
university Unisul, Universidade
do Sul de Santa Catarina.
Both schools were considered
leaders in different areas of
information technology, so the
five-year partnership proved
mutually beneficial.
DePaul’s community
service minor, introduced
in 2001, emphasized the
university’s Vincentian roots.
Harrison I. Steans made a $5
million gift that same year to
establish and endow the Irwin
W. Steans Center for Community-based Service Learning,
which connects DePaul
students with community
organizations, integrates service work into academics and
supports faculty scholarship.
Meanwhile, the Vincentian
Mission Institute, established
in 2007, is a multiyear
training program that brings
together lay leaders from
DePaul, St. John’s University
and Niagara University to
learn strategies for strengthening each university’s Catholic
and Vincentian identity.
In 2011, Sister Helen
Prejean, C.S.J., an advocate
for the abolition of the
death penalty and the author
of “Dead Man Walking,”
donated a collection of her
personal papers and materials
to the university’s archives.
This gift recognized DePaul’s
ongoing commitment to
social justice.
DePaul’s dedication to
serving the underserved has
a physical embodiment in
the Center for Access and
Attainment. Established in
2008, the center brought
together the Community
Outreach Program, the federal
TRIO programs and other
initiatives designed to boost

the enrollment, retention
and academic success of
low-income students. The year
before, DePaul was the only
university in Illinois to receive
the Community Engagement
Classification from the
Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching.
Teaching, of course, is at
the core of DePaul’s leadership,
and the past two decades have
brought exciting new courses,
programs, majors and schools
into the fold. Highlights
included the introduction of
the country’s first comprehensive digital cinema program
in 2004; the program proved
so successful that it helped
lead to a new school within a
newly named college. In 2008,
CTI became the College of
Computing and Digital Media
(CDM). Today, CDM houses
three schools: the School of
Cinematic Arts, the School of
Computing and the School

of Design, which launched
in 2015. The School of
Cinematic Arts continues to be
at the forefront of filmmaking,
thanks in part to a partnership
with Cinespace Chicago, the
premier television and film
studio in the Midwest, which
provides dedicated space
for DePaul, including three
soundstages, classrooms and
editing labs (see page 22).
The College of Commerce
also underwent a name change.
In 2012, Richard H. Driehaus
(BUS ’65, MBA ’70, DHL
’02), a philanthropist and
investment pioneer, made a
$30 million gift to enhance the
college’s academic programs.
This gift is the largest the
university has received, and
the college was renamed the
Driehaus College of Business
in recognition of its benefactor’s exemplary generosity.
Meanwhile, DePaul
launched two new colleges in

the past 10 years. The College
of Communication evolved
from a department into its own
college unit in 2007, quickly
generating many accolades for
its student groups, including
the Intercollegiate Broadcasting
System’s Abraham & Borst
Award for Best College Station
in the Nation for Radio DePaul.
The College of Science
and Health (CSH) developed
out of several departments
in LAS, including biology,
chemistry, physics, nursing
and psychology, in 2011.

CSH also introduced a new
degree in health sciences and
established a relationship
with Rosalind Franklin
University of Medicine and
Science in North Chicago,
Ill. The Alliance for Health
Sciences gives CSH students
opportunities to participate in
accelerated degree programs
and research collaborations
(see page 19).
Other “firsts” for DePaul
during these years included
leading higher education in
Chicago by offering a real estate

Pop Quiz
How well do you
know your DePaul
trivia? Take this quiz
to ﬁnd out!
1. Why are we known
as the Blue Demons?
(Hint: The answer
is elsewhere in this
magazine!)
a) It’s based on a popular
song from the 1920s.
b) It’s a play on the “D”
uniforms worn by male
athletes—“D-Men”
became “demon”
over time.
c) It’s a tongue-in-cheek
response to other
schools saying DePaul
is too Catholic.
d) It was a way to
differentiate ourselves
from the Red Demons
at a rival university.
2. What does the school
color blue signify?
a) Friendship
b) Vincentian
personalism
c) Loyalty
d) Honor

3. When was the quarter
system introduced?
a) 1898
b) 1912
c) 1950
d) 1967
4. What was the original
name of the student
newspaper, The
DePaulia?
a) DePaul Poll Parrot
b) DePaul Talks
c) The Weekly Journal
d) DePaul’s Dutiful
Digest
5. What is the university
motto?
a) “It is not enough to
do good; it must be
done well.”
b) “Love is inventive to
infinity.”
c) “I will show you the
way of wisdom.”
d) “Charity is the
paradise of
communities and
the soul of virtues.”
Pop quiz answers:
1) b, 2) c, 3) d, 4) a, 5) c

to brainstorm innovative
solutions for critical urban
problems through partnerships
with local organizations.
Lastly, the introduction of
Discover Chicago brought
freshman students into
contact with the people

EVOLUTION OF A LEADER

The 2017 footprint of DePaul’s Loop Campus.
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degree at the undergraduate
level, launching the nation’s
first BA in Islamic world
studies with a focus on the
study of Islam as a worldview
and a civilization, designing
the first MS and MA in digital
cinema degrees in the Midwest,
and creating a master’s in
sustainable urban development.
Sustainability was the word
when McGowan South and
McGowan North, named
after Monsignor Andrew J.
McGowan and William G.
McGowan respectively, were
completed. These science
buildings were both certified
LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design)

Photo by DePaul University/Jamie Moncrief

Mural Project Showcases
DePaul’s History
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ment in recognition of the 86
percent of DePaul students
who receive financial aid in the
form of scholarships, loans and
work study.
Building on the momentum
of the Many Dreams, One
Mission Campaign, DePaul’s
future looks bright. More than
90 percent of 2015 undergraduate and graduate degree
recipients were employed,
continuing their education
or not seeking employment
within six months of graduation. As they head out into the
wider world armed with the
tools to be critical thinkers,
creative doers and serviceoriented professionals, they

In ﬁscal year 2016, more than 8,500
alumni supported DePaul, raising more
than $9 million in annual giving.

The 2017 footprint of DePaul’s Lincoln Park Campus.

Brother Mark Elder, C.M., works on a painting commemorating the first female
graduates of DePaul.

Gold for superior resource
efficiency, as were Arts &
Letters Hall and the new
Theatre School building. The
DePaul Art Museum was
designated LEED Silver.
All of the LEED Gold
buildings were built as part
of the Many Dreams, One
Mission Campaign, a highly
successful fundraising initiative
completed in 2014 (see
page 14). More than 40,000
generous donors raised more
than $333 million in support
of academic programs, facilities
and scholarships; indeed,
the scholarship goal of $100
million was exceeded by $7
million, an incredible achieve-

Brother Mark Elder, C.M., an artist, adjunct
faculty member and service learning coordinator in the College of Liberal Arts and Social
Sciences, thought the pillars underneath the
CTA’s Fullerton ‘L’ station could use some
sprucing up. Last year, he collaborated with students in his mural class to design and decorate
several of the support columns with portraits
of individuals who are important to DePaul’s
history. Additional columns will feature other
significant events and groups in the university’s
past. “The art will make the space look nice,
but the process also prompts a dialogue,” Elder
notes. “People get so excited when they’re doing
something as one unified community. There’s
a natural, earnest bonding that occurs from
the making of community art.”
Featured groups and individuals include
the following, with more still to be named:
♦ Legendary men’s basketball coach Ray Meyer
led the Blue Demons to many victories

♦

♦

♦

during his long tenure, including winning
the National Invitational Tournament (NIT)
in 1945. In 1979, the Blue Demons reached
the Final Four in the NCAA Tournament.
That same year, Meyer was elected to the
Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall of
Fame, making him only the fourth active
coach to be so honored at that time. In the
fall of 1979, Meyer earned his 600th career
victory, and when he retired in 1984 after
42 years, he had a 724-354 record.
Benjamin Hooks (JD ’48, DHL ’77), a civil
rights activist and the first African-American
criminal court judge in Tennessee, was
awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom,
the nation’s highest civilian honor, in 2007.
Mabel “Dolly” Staton (EDU ’55) leapt
into history as a 19-year-old long jumper
who finished seventh out of 160 contestants
in the 1952 Helsinki Olympics. Read more
about Staton at depaulmagazine.com.
Sister Mary Teresita Frawley, S.P., Sister
Mary Clemenza Leahy, B.V.M., and
Minnie Daly were the first women to grad-

♦

♦

♦

uate from DePaul. Srs. Frawley and Leahy
were the first nuns to do so, in 1912, while
Daly was the first laywoman, in 1914. Read
more about Daly at depaulmagazine.com.
Known as “Mr. Basketball,” George Mikan
(LAW ’49) led the Blue Demons to their
NIT victory in 1945, the first and last time a
DePaul basketball team has won a postseason
tournament. After graduating, Mikan joined
the National Basketball League, where his
impressive athleticism and height made
him one of the 10 best centers ever in NBA
history, according to a 2016 ESPN article.
The Rev. Francis X. McCabe, C.M., served as
DePaul’s third president from 1910 to 1920,
a period of great enrollment growth thanks
in part to his efforts. The student body grew
from approximately 200 to 1,500 during
his tenure. McCabe is also remembered for
his more relaxed attitude toward religious
discipline—indeed, he ignored orders from
Archbishop Mundelein to bar women from
enrolling at DePaul.
DePaul’s first football and basketball teams

♦

often look back at the faculty,
classmates and courses that
set them on a path to success.
In fiscal year 2016, more
than 8,500 alumni supported
DePaul, raising more than
$9 million in annual giving.
More than half of these donors
gave gifts of $100 or less,
demonstrating that every gift
makes a difference.
Much has changed since
DePaul’s inception over a
century ago, but it’s clear that
the university’s Vincentian
fathers set a strong foundation
for this institution to evolve
into the leader it has become
today. A commitment to
social justice, a dedication to
education for all and an urban
heart helped DePaul rise to the
occasion, time and time again.
These seeds will undoubtedly
continue to bloom in expected
and unexpected ways as
DePaul moves confidently into
the future.

were known as the “D-Men” because of the
large red “D” emblazoned on their uniforms.
During the 1920s, student publications
referred to the “D-Men” but also the
“Demons” and even the “Blue Devils.”
Eventually, the transformation into Blue
Demons was complete.
During the student protests of 1968, students rallied for equal treatment on campus
and better representation of minority voices
in the classroom. In May, the newly formed
Black Student Union delivered a list of
demands to then-President the Rev. John
R. Cortelyou, C.M., who subsequently
created a University Committee on Human
Relations. Starting later that year, more
courses incorporated African-American
history, life and culture into the curriculum.
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Visit depaulmagazine.com to
see a photo gallery of this
community art project.
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Log in to alumni.depaul.edu to read additional class
notes and to discover the many ways to connect
with other alumni and the DePaul community.
1960s
Arthur O. Peterson (MUS
’60) played trumpet with
the Litchfield Hills Brass
Ensemble on Aug. 28 at the
Minor Memorial Library
in Roxbury, Conn. He
currently studies with Matt
Lee of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra and Jay Lichtmann
of the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra.
Jerome S. Pietrzak (CSH
’65) has been a psychologist
for 45 years. He is listed on
CatholicTherapists.com,
a database of therapists
who incorporate faith and
Catholic teachings into their
therapy. He is also expanding
his practice to include
life coaching with a focus
on weight loss behavioral
management.
Stephen J. Zalinski (EDU
’66) received a lifetime
recognition award from
the USTA Southern Tennis
Association for his 50 years of
dedication.

» Barry Jay Epstein
(BUS ’67) and co-author Sridhar Ramamoorti published
“Today’s Fraud Risk
Models Lack Personality: Auditing with ‘Dark
Triad’ Individuals in the
Executive Ranks” in
the March 2016 issue of
The CPA Journal. The
article discusses
executive personality
types and the resultant
behavioral/integrity
risks as an integral part
of risk assessment. A
companion piece

34

appeared in the
November 2016 issue
of the journal.

» Jerel M. Faigen
(BUS ’69) was
honored with membership in Northwestern Mutual’s 2016
Forum Group for his
commitment to
helping clients plan for
and achieve financial
security. This is the
seventh year Faigen
has received the
honor.

1970s
Practicing attorney Ronald
H. Balson (JD ’72) has
published his third novel,
“Karolina’s Twins.” The
book deals with an elderly
Holocaust survivor searching
for her childhood friend’s
twin daughters. It was
inspired by a survivor Balson
met while promoting his
first novel, “Once We Were
Brothers.”
Frank M. Clark (BUS ’72,
JD ’76, LLD ’04) retired
from his role leading the
BMO Financial Corp. board
of directors in January 2017.
Sheldon P. Holzman, CPA
(BUS ’72) was elected to
the board of directors of the
National Association of State
Boards of Accountancy. In
addition, he was elected as
the association’s Great Lakes
regional director and was
made chair of the communications committee.
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Robert A. Clifford (BUS
’73, JD ’76, LLD ’03) was
named to the 2017 edition
of The Best Lawyers in
America. He is the founder
and senior partner at Clifford
Law Offices PC in Chicago.
Robert L. Hunziker (LAS
MA ’74) is a freelance writer
and environmental journalist
whose articles have been
translated into foreign languages and appeared in more
than 50 journals, magazines
and websites worldwide,
including Z magazine,
European Project on Ocean
Acidification, Ecosocialism
Canada, Climate Himalaya,
Counterpunch, Dissident
Voice, Comite Valmy and
UK Progressive.
Brad Pierce (LAS ’74, JD
’82) is a partner at Kramer &
Frank PC, where he specializes in commercial litigation.
He recently completed two
years as board president of
the American Civil Liberties
Union of Missouri. Pierce
remains committed to
the Legal Service Corp.’s
volunteer lawyers program.
For the past 25 years, he has
provided free legal advice to
victims of domestic abuse
at Safe Connections in St.
Louis. He also is a member
of the Decades, a St. Louis
rock cover band.
Anthony L. Ambrose
(LAS ’75) is chief of police
for the Oak Park (Ill.) Police
Department. He joined the
department in 1984 and
has been deputy police chief
since 2005.
Raymond L. Bergles
(EDU ’75) was hired as
second interim principal for
Mercer County Junior High
School in Joy, Ill., effective
Jan. 17, 2017. Previously, he
was a superintendent in the
school district in Silvis, Ill.
The Hon. Nan R. Nolan
(JD ’75), a retired U.S.
magistrate judge, has joined

the firm Redgrave LLP as
of counsel. A nationally
recognized trailblazer in
e-discovery and co-founder
of the Seventh Circuit’s
e-discovery pilot program
while on the bench, she had
more than two decades of
experience handling a wide
variety of civil and criminal
matters in private practice,
as well as with the federal
public defender program.
The Hon. Anne M. Burke
(SNL ’76, DHL ’05) was
named to Make It Better
magazine’s 2016 list of the
25 Most Powerful Women
in Chicago. Among her
achievements, Burke has
been a teacher and served
as special counsel for
child welfare. In 2006,
she was appointed to the
Illinois Supreme Court First
District.
Paul A. Fahey (MED ’76)
wrote an essay featured in
the book “Equality: What
Do You Think About When
You Think of Equality,”
which was released in early
2016. Fahey is a professor
at Alan Hancock College in
Santa Maria, Calif., where
he established a learning
disabilities curriculum there.
John J. McGing (LAS
’76) retired in January 2015
from the Social Security
Administration after 38
years of service. In June
2015 he was appointed by
the governor of Maryland
to fill an open position and
reappointed in November
2016 to a full four-year
term on the Maryland
State Advisory Council on
Hereditary and Congenital
Hereditary Disorders, which
provides guidance to the
state’s newborn screening
program.
Steven M. Puiszis (BUS
’76) was named chair of the
Center for Law and Public
Policy of DRI–The Voice
of the Defense Bar. The
center provides an effective
voice for the defense bar in
the national discussion of
substantive law, constitutional issues and the integrity
of the civil justice system.
Puiszis has served DRI in
various capacities, including
as secretary-treasurer on its

COLLEGE AND
SCHOOL
abbreviation key

» BUS Driehaus
College of Business

» CDM College of

Computing and
Digital Media
» CMN College of
Communication
» CSH College of
Science and Health
» EDU College of
Education
» GSD Goodman
School of Drama
» JD College of Law
» LAS College of
Liberal Arts and
Social Sciences
» MUS School of
Music
» SNL School for
New Learning
» THE The Theatre
School

Share your news
with the DePaul
community! We
want to hear about
your promotion,
career move,
wedding, birth
announcement
and other
accomplishments
and milestones.
Please include your name
(and maiden name if
applicable), along with
your email, mailing
address, degree(s) and
year(s) of graduation.
Mail to:
DePaul University Office of
Alumni Relations
ATTN: Class Notes
1 E. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, IL 60604
Email:
dpalumni@depaul.edu
Fax:
312.362.5112
Online submissions:
alumni.depaul.edu
Class notes will be posted
on the Alumni & Friends
website and will be
considered for inclusion in
DePaul Magazine. DePaul
reserves the right to edit
class notes.

board of directors and chair
of several DRI committees
and task forces. He is
partner and deputy general
at Hinshaw & Culbertson
LLP in Chicago.
Martin J. Block (JD ’77)
was appointed chair of the
California Unemployment
Insurance Appeals Board.
He served as senator for the
California State Senate’s
39th District from 2012 to
2016 and as a member of the
California State Assembly
from 2008 to 2012.
Richard F. Burke, Jr. (JD
’78) was named to the 2017
edition of The Best Lawyers
in America. He is an attorney
for product liability and
aviation law and a partner at
Clifford Law Offices PC in
Chicago.
Curtis J. Crawford (MBA
’78, DHL ’99), founder
and president of XCEO,
Inc., was inducted into
the Consumer Technology
Association Hall of Fame
for his work with the digital
HDTV Grand Alliance.
Michael P. Gerber (JD
’79) was sworn in as a Cook
County subcircuit court
judge on Dec. 22, 2016.
Gerber has been a Cook
County assistant state’s
attorney for nearly 33 years.
Rev. Timothy M. Navin
(LAS MA ’79) celebrated 12
years as pastor of San Marco
Roman Catholic Church,
Marco Island, Fla., in August
2016.
Mary Sinclair Pearce (JD
’79) received a Pro Bono
& Public Service Award
from the 7th Circuit Bar
Association for outstanding
pro bono work in the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court
for Illinois. A retired
attorney, Sinclair Pearce has
volunteered at the Pro Se
Bankruptcy Help Desk in
the federal courts building in
Chicago since October 2013.
1980s
William G. Dempsey
(BUS ’80) is now serving
as chairman of the board of
directors at Landauer Inc.
Dempsey will assume the
role of lead independent
director in 2017.

Kevin P. Durkin (JD ’80)
was named to the 2017
edition of The Best Lawyers
in America. He is a personal
injury, wrongful death and
aviation accident attorney
and a partner at Clifford Law
Offices PC in Chicago.

Mary E. Foley (CSH
’81) recently was named
to the nursing board at the
American Health Council,
sharing her expertise in
oncology and hematology.
She is a nurse at Loyola
University Medical Center.
Ira N. Helfgot (JD ’81)
was sworn in as president
of the Lawyers’ Assistance
Program on Nov. 3, 2016.
The program’s mission is to
help lawyers, judges and law
students get assistance with
substance abuse, addiction
and mental health problems.

» Jean Dziekan
Lachowicz (CMN ’80,
LAS MA ’89), who is
executive director
and a co-founder of
the Spirit of Harmony
Foundation, which
advocates for music
education, accompanied the foundation’s
co-founder and
president Todd
Rundgren (shown
above) to the University of Notre Dame in
South Bend, Ind., for
an 11-day artist-in-residence program. They
conducted a workshop for area elementary school teachers
about incorporating
music into non-arts
curriculum and
launched a music
program for children
at the South Bend
Center for the
Homeless.

Joseph C. Hoesley (MBA
’81) was appointed to the
board of trustees for St.
John’s University in New
York. He is a former vice
chairman and member of
the managing committee of
U.S. Bank, where he worked
for more than 20 years.
Janet G. Betts (LLM ’82)
was named to the 2017
list of The Best Lawyers
in America in the areas of
corporate and real estate
law. She is a member at
Sherman & Howard LLC in
Scottsdale, Ariz.
Mary A. Dempsey (JD
’82) joined the board
of directors at the Polk
Brothers Foundation in
December 2016.
Michael Gregory (MBA
’82) published “Peaceful
Resolutions: A 60-Step
Illustrated Guide to the Art
of Conflict Resolution,”
available on Amazon.

Dale A. Stinton (MBA
’82) will retire as CEO of
the National Association of
Realtors in 2017. Stinton has
been with the association for
36 years.

» Richard J. Daniels
(MUS ’83) received a
Bishop Quarter Award
from the Archdiocese
of Chicago for demonstrating consistent
service as a layperson
to the ministry of his
vicariate, Most Holy
Redeemer in Evergreen Park, Ill. A
gifted musician, he
frequently performs at
the archdiocesan and
its Office of Peace and
Justice and other
archdiocesan events,
particularly those
concerning the rights
of workers and
immigrants. He is a
past board member of
Mercy Home for Boys
and Girls.
Marshall R. Dusenbury
(JD ’83) retired at the
end of August. He has
been in private practice at
Dusenbury & Associates
since 1983.

Michael T. Hengehold
(MST ’80) was chosen as
a 2016 Cincinnati Five
Star Wealth Manager. He
is the founder and CEO
of Hengehold Capital
Management LLC in Ohio.
Victoria Noonan (BUS
’80) has been appointed
managing principal of
the Chicago office of
commercial real estate
services company Cushman
& Wakefield. Her main
responsibility is to manage
the firm’s growth and
recruiting endeavors.

for three years and is
a graphic designer,
painter and
photographer.

» Catherine Lange
(LAS ’82) was
appointed in
September 2016 to
serve a three-year
term as a member of
the Wisconsin Arts
Board. She has served
on the Chequamegon
Bay Arts Council in
northern Wisconsin

Michael A. Glaub (JD ’84)
was appointed an arbitrator
for the Illinois Workers’
Compensation Commission.
He was formerly an attorney
with Hennessy & Roach
and has nearly 30 years
of experience in workers’
compensation law.
Antonio R. Pera
(MBA ’84) has been
named president of Par
Pharmaceutical, a U.S.
generics operating company
of Endo International PLC.
Previously, he served as Par’s
chief commercial officer.
Peter M. Vilim (MST ’84)
transitioned from co-chairman to vice-chairman of
Waterton, a U.S. real estate
investor and operator based
in Chicago, on Jan. 1, 2017.
Aziz A. Virani (CDM ’84),
CEO of CLEAResult, joined
Advanced Energy Economy’s
board of directors to support
the national business group’s
efforts to accelerate the
growth of secure, clean,
affordable energy in the
United States.

Keith A. Hebeisen (JD
’83) was named to the 2017
edition of The Best Lawyers
in America. He is a medical
malpractice attorney and
a partner at Clifford Law
Offices PC in Chicago.
James J. Miller (MBA ’83)
was named president and
CEO of First City Credit
Union, based in Los Angeles.
Miller served the last eight
years as the credit union’s
executive vice president and
chief financial officer.
SPRING 2017

» John E. Sheridan
(BUS ’83), senior vice
president of McHugh
Construction, and his
team were awarded
the 2016 Outstanding
Civil Engineering
Achievement, $1025M, by the American
Society of Civil
Engineers Illinois
Section for the
construction of
Navy Pier’s
Centennial Wheel.

Mark S. Casady (MBA
’85) stepped down as
chief executive of LPL
Financial Holdings Corp.
after a decade-long stint.
Boston-based LPL provides
services to more than 14,000
independent brokers.
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Martin R. Castro (LAS ’85,
DHL ’16) has been appointed
interim president and CEO of
Casa Central, a social service
agency based in Chicago’s
Humboldt Park neighborhood. Castro continues
as president and CEO of
Castro Synergies LLC, which
provides strategic consulting
services to corporations
and nonprofits.
Barbara L. Goworowski
(MBA ’85) was promoted to
senior vice president at Access
Media 3 Inc. in December
2016.
Mark J. Kaminsky (BUS
’85), COO at Koch Food,
was installed as the new
secretary-treasurer of the
National Chicken Council
during its 62nd Annual
Conference in Washington,
D.C. Kaminsky joined Koch
Foods in 1990.
Gregory T. Schiffman
(MBA ’85) is now the CFO
of Lion Biotechnologies Inc.
Previously, he was executive
vice president and CFO of
StemCells Inc., a cell-based
therapeutics company, where
he oversaw all activities related
to finance and accounting,
information technology and
corporate communications.

Mark Castaneda (BUS
’86, MST ’94) presented at
the Midwest IDEAS Investor
Conference on Aug. 31, 2016.
He is chief financial officer
at Primo Water Corp. in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Elaine M. Drikakis (LAS
’86, LAS MS ’92) is director
of development for the
DuPage Children’s Museum in
Naperville, Ill. She has served
as a major gifts and family
foundations philanthropist for
the museum since 2007.
Daniel D. Johnson (THE
’86) made his Yale Repertory
Theatre debut playing Red
Carter in August Wilson’s
“Seven Guitars.” The play ran
Nov. 25-Dec. 17, 2016.
Jay McAveeney (JD ’86,
MBA ’02) has assumed the
position of CFO at Reed
Smith LLP, Pittsburgh’s largest
law firm. McAveeney, based
in Chicago, most recently was
CEO and managing principal
at Chicago-based Legal
Optimization Solutions.
Yolanda C. Shepherd
(JD ’86) has been named
the regional attorney for
the Federal Labor Relations
Authority (FLRA) in the San
Francisco Regional Office. In

her new position, Shepherd
will assist Regional Director
John R. Pannozzo in the
investigation and resolution
of representation and unfair
labor practice cases filed in
Alaska, California, Hawaii,
Idaho, Nevada, Oregon and
Washington. She began her
career with the FLRA in the
San Francisco Regional Office
in 1989 and served as a senior
attorney since 2001.
Karen F. Sheridan (MFA
’86) is a professor of theatre
at Oakland University. She
was recognized by the Lansing
State Journal and the City
Pulse as the 2015-16 Best
Actress in a Play for her
portrayal of Betty in Christian
O’Reilly’s “Chapatti” at
Williamston Theatre.
Sheridan recently directed
“The Brothers Size” by Tarell
Alvin McCraney (THE ’03)
at Oakland University.
Steve A. Varela (CDM ’86,
CDM MS ’88) is a professor
and director of the undergraduate business management
program and the international
program at Calumet College
of St. Joseph in Whiting, Ind.
Martha M. Wilke (CMN
’86) was named to Make It
Better magazine’s list of the

ENGAGEMENTS & MARRIAGES
»

Kenneth Rosenberg (CDM ’05,
CDM MS ’07) married Alexandra Sakols
on Sept. 22, 2016. Rosenberg works as a
senior solution design analyst at Forsythe
Technology, and his wife is a chemist. The
couple resides in Chicago.
» Gregory M. Maslowski (BUS ’08)
married Heather Hannah at Christ Church
in Highland Park, Ill., on March 18, 2017.
She is the e-commerce marketing and
planning manager for Fanatics Inc., and he is
email marketing manager for EZ Links Golf
in Chicago.
» Sarah N. Lawson (LAS ’09) married
Steve Clark on Dec. 17, 2016, in Louisville,
Ky. Lawson, who holds a JD from the
University of Kentucky, is employed
by Phillips Parker Orberson & Arnett
in Louisville. Clark is a graduate of the
University of Louisville, holds a JD from the
University of Kentucky and is employed by
Stoll Keenon Ogden in Louisville.
» Kelly M. Montgomery (THE ’11) and
Jonathan R. Nook were married at Rip Van
Winkle Gardens in New Iberia, La., on Sept.
4, 2016. He is a resident stage manager at the
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Goodman Theatre, and she stage manages
shows in Chicago and New York. The couple
resides in Chicago.
» Brittany L. Williams (LAS MA ’12)
married Rocky Jess Williams on Sept. 24,
2016, at the DANK House German-American Cultural Center in Chicago. She is an
editorial manager at Leff Communications in
Chicago. The couple lives in Chicago.
» Levi Kagan (BUS ’13) and Sarah Lindsay
Hepner were married on Sept. 18, 2016,
in Chicago. Kagan is a certified public
accountant. The couple lives in Chicago.
» Jeremiah W. Reece (JD ’13) married
Kimberly Boyle in September 2016 on an
island off of Portland, Maine. Reece is an
attorney with Abney & McCarty PLLC in
Louisville, Ky., and Kimberly is the owner of
the specialty dog store Barkstown Road.
» Lauren R. Ratcliff (CMN MA ’15)
married Matthew James Sulkowski on
Oct. 8, 2016, at St. Mary of the Lake
Catholic Church in Culver, Ind. Ratcliff is
a human resource business partner at Enova
International Inc. in Chicago.
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25 Most Powerful Women in
Chicago. She is president and
general manager at WBBMTV Chicago and serves as
a member of the board of
the Illinois Broadcasters
Association.
Ralph N. Zarumba (MA
LAS ’86) joined Concentric
Energy Advisors as vice
president in the regulatory
consulting practice. He
works in the Chicago
office. Previously, Zarumba
served as a director of the
energy practice at Navigant
Consulting.
Nancy A. Krejsa (MBA ’87)
became senior vice president
of investor relations at Six
Flags Entertainment Corp. in
November 2016.

» Jeffrey J. Kroll (BUS
’87, JD ’90) was named
an Illinois Super Lawyer
in Super Lawyers’ Top
100 of 2017 list. Kroll is
a partner at Salvi,
Schostok & Pritchard
PC and concentrates
his practice on
personal injury, medical
malpractice and
wrongful death. He has
been named an Illinois
Super Lawyer since its
inception in 2005.
Daranee Petsod (LAS
’87) was elected to the board
of the Forum of Regional
Associations of Grantmakers.
She is president and CEO of
Grantmakers Concerned with
Immigrants and Refugees,
where she develops and
leads new areas of work and
provides programmatic, fiscal
and administrative oversight.
Petsod is based in San
Francisco.
James R. Sappington (MBA
’87) is executive vice president
of operations, digital and
technology for McDonald’s,
based in Oak Brook, Ill.

Assets Inc. Simons is the
founder of Aric Simons &
Associates of Chicago, which
focuses on contract law in
the entertainment and real
estate industries.

» Eileen E. Brassil (BUS
’88) was appointed to
the American Institute
of Certified Public
Accountants Employee
Benefit Plans Expert
Panel. Brassil, partner
at Chicago-based
Legacy Professionals
LLP, serves on the
panel through a variety
of task forces, including
one that is working
to develop guidance
specific to multiemployer plans.
Daniel L. Galante (BUS
’88, MAC ’89) became
managing director and global
leader of transaction advisory
services at Berkeley Research
Group LLC, New York, in
November 2016.
Bradley M. Goode (MM
’88) is a professor of jazz
studies at the University of
Colorado at Boulder. He
performed at Chicago’s Green
Mill nightclub in January
2017.
David D. Hoffman (JD
’88) has been appointed
Saginaw County’s new district
court judge by Michigan Gov.
Rick Snyder to replace retired
Judge Kyle Higgs Tarrant.
Hoffman’s appointment runs
through the remainder of
Tarrant’s term in 2018.
Bruce J. Lederman (JD
’88) was appointed president
and CEO of Charles E. Smith
Life Communities. Lederman
previously held the position of
chief operating officer.
David J. Oriatti (BUS ’88)
was hired by DiversiTech
Corp. as the new vice
president, HVAC sales. He
will be responsible for sales
efforts in the United States
and South America.
Aric L. Simons (JD ’88)
was named chairman of the
board of directors for LIG

Ann Frischkorn
Chenoweth (MBA ’89)
was elected president of
the American Health
Information Management
Association’s 2017 board
of directors. Her one-year
term began in January 2017.
Chenoweth is the senior
director of industry for 3M
Health Information Systems.
Anne R. Pramaggiore (JD
’89, DHL ’11) was named
chair of the Chicago Federal
Reserve System board of
directors for 2017. She
is president and CEO of
ComEd.
David K. Springmann
(MBA ’89) retired as CFO of
Turnstone Center for Children
and Adults with Disabilities
Inc., which ends his 39-year
career in accounting.
1990s
Kate Gebo (BUS ’90) is
now senior vice president
of customer service delivery
for United Airlines. In this
newly created position, Gebo
will oversee all of United’s
customer-facing teams, from
booking to landing.
Susan H. Wallace (MBA
’90) was appointed vice
president for finance and
administration at Saint
Mary’s College in Moraga,
Calif. She began her new
role in January 2017.
John L. Fioti (JD ’91) was
hired as counsel to Roscich
& Martel Law Firm, LLC,
in Naperville, Ill. Fioti
primarily focuses his practice
in the areas of criminal law,
traffic and DUI law. Fioti is a
chair-qualified arbitrator for
the circuit courts of DuPage,
Cook and Kane counties.
He is city prosecutor to the
City of Oakbrook Terrace
and is the administrative
adjudicator for the Village of
Carol Stream.
Scott D. McKibben (BUS
’91) is chief investment
officer and managing
principal of Brennan

Investment Group, LLC, a
Chicago-based private real
estate investment firm.
Dean K. Nishina (BUS
MS ’91) was named
executive director for the
Department of Commerce
and Consumer Affairs’
Division of Consumer
Advocacy, effective Jan. 1,
2017. He had served as
acting executive director
since Sept. 1, 2016.
Tatiana M. Weinstein
(LAS ’91) is the new
director of the Lisle (Ill.)
Library. She has worked for
the library since 1999.
Brian W. Zempel (MBA
’91) is now president of
Bridgestone Credit Division
and chairman, CEO and
president of Credit First
National Association in
Cleveland. Both are part of
Bridgestone Americas.
Carey Cranston (LAS ’92)
has become the inaugural
president of the American
Writers Museum, which
opened March 2017 in
Chicago. Cranston most
recently served as president
of Fox College, a private
career college in Chicago.
Ned Lynch (JD ’92) has
been nominated by Gov.
Charlie Baker to serve as a
district judge in Barnstable
County, Mass. Lynch is
currently serving as an
assistant district attorney.
Hugh O’Dowd (MBA
’92) has been named CEO
of Neon Therapeutics, which
develops neoantigen-based
therapeutic vaccines and
T-cell therapies to treat
cancer. Previously, he
spent more than 20 years
at Novartis in a variety of
leadership roles, including
chief commercial officer and
head of global strategy of
Novartis Oncology.
Thomas S. Sharpe Jr.
(MUS ’92, MM ’01)
performed at the Starkweather Arts Center in Romeo,
Mich., on Aug. 6, 2016. He
is a drummer best known for
his work with Mannheim
Steamroller and Styx founder
Dennis DeYoung.
Michael L. Bohacek (BUS
’93) was elected an Indiana

state senator representing
District 8, which covers
portions of La Porte, Starke
and St. Joseph counties. A
two-term La Porte county
commissioner, he is an
enterprise consultant at Echo
Global Logistics and owner
of MSL Services Inc. in
Michiana Shores.
Nina K. Holden (CMN
’93) has been recognized
by the Greater Detroit
Chapter of the Association
of Fundraising Professionals
(AFP) with the Dr. John S.
Lore Award for Outstanding
Fundraising Executive. She
was chosen for exemplary
leadership as an educator
and mentor, including her
involvement in the AFP
mentorship program and involvement with the chapter.
Holden is vice president for
institutional advancement
at the College for Creative
Studies in Detroit.
Marvin Lynn (EDU
’93), dean of the School
of Education at Indiana
University South Bend, has
been named a commissioner
to the Council for the
Accreditation of Educator
Preparation.
Joanne Rosado (LAS ’93)
was appointed to the Cook
County Circuit Court.
Rosado works in the public
defender’s multiple defendant
division. She also worked
in the child protection and
felony trial divisions.

» Georgia Alemis (MUS
’94) was awarded the
prestigious Cloyd
Myers Memorial Award
for Excellence in Music
Education from the
Illinois Grade School
Music Association
(IGSMA) in September
2016. She is the
director of the Hadley
Junior High School
Orchestra, Glen Ellyn,

Ill., which she has
conducted to first
division ratings at the
IGSMA district and
state levels for 22
consecutive years.
Alemis received the
award from Lisa Kiener
Barnett (MUS ’82), who
is the IGSMA president
and serves as band
director of Lisle (Ill.)
Junior High School.
Wayne H. Heisler Jr.
(MUS ’94) was promoted
to professor of historical and
cultural studies in music at
The College of New Jersey
in Ewing in August 2016.
Heisler also was appointed
coordinator of the college’s
honors program at the
beginning of the 2016-17
academic year.

Joseph Leonas (LAS
’95) is the chief of police
in Lincolnshire, Ill. He
previously worked in
the Bartlett, Ill., Police
Department for 26 years.

Kevin O’Donnell (BUS
’94) has assumed the role
of senior vice president,
property/marine/global
practice leader at Hylant
Group Inc., in Toledo, Ohio.
He will manage the practice
and build strategies to further
enhance the Hylant brand
through new business growth
and customer support,
domestically and internationally within the Worldwide
Broker Network. O’Donnell
also will support the claims
practice leader.

Judy A. Whitcomb (SNL
’95) is senior vice president
of human resources, learning
and organizational development for Vi. The company
operates 10 continuing care
retirement communities
across the country. Vi
recently was ranked in first
place among large employers
on the Sun-Sentinel’s 2016
list of South Florida’s Top
Workplaces.

Laura Brennan-Levy (MBA
’95) is the new program and
event coordinator for the
Village of Flossmoor, Ill. She
has been an active volunteer
in Flossmoor, serving on the
board of the Cancer Support
Center, as a volunteer in
Flossmoor School District
161 and, most recently, as
chair of the Community
Relations Commission.

» Bryan Dwyer (LAS
MA ’95) was honored
with the John F.
Kennedy Service
SPRING 2017

Award at George
Washington University
on Sept. 23, 2016, by
Peace Corps Director
Carrie Hessler-Radelet
and Peace Corps Chief
of Staff Laura Chambers for his inspiration,
commitment and
above-and-beyond
support to Peace
Corps volunteers in
the field. He has been
with the Peace Corps
since 2002, most
recently serving in
Rwanda as the
director of programming and training.

John C. Lillig (LAS MA
’96, JD ’10) was named a
partner at Hoogendoorn &
Talbot LLP. Lillig, who had
been an associate at the firm
since 2010, is a member of
the corporate and litigation
groups. He concentrates
his practice on counseling
for-profit and nonprofit
entities and individuals on
transactional, real estate and
commercial litigation matters.
Daniel Niemeyer (JD
’96) is the new fire chief of
the Tri-State Fire Protection
District board of trustees,
based in Darien, Ill. Niemeyer is a 19-year member of the
fire protection district and
has worked as a firefighter
for 33 years.
Timothy J. Okrie
(BUS ’96) is now chief
operations officer for Stewart
Information Services Corp.,
a Houston-based real estate
company. Okrie will oversee
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the company’s daily operations, optimize operational
processes and help drive
strategies. Previously, Okrie
was a senior partner within
Deloitte’s advisory services
practice in Chicago.
Sadzi M. Oliva (LAS
’96) was appointed as a
commissioner of the Illinois
Commerce Commission
on Jan. 20, 2017. Oliva
previously served as the
general counsel for the
Illinois Department of
Financial and Professional
Regulation. Oliva is the first
Latina to be appointed to
the commission.
Joseph B. Baldasare
(LAS MS ’97) is now chief
development officer at
The Dayton Foundation,
based in Dayton, Ohio.
Baldasare is responsible for
fund development and gift
planning activities.
David K. Bensema (MBA
’97) is the regional leader
of planning of Illinois at
BMO Wealth Management.
Since joining the company

25 years ago, Bensema has
been an award-winning,
top-performing financial
planner for the U.S. Private
Bank.
Anthony D. Cecchini
(JD ’97, MBA ’97) became
CEO at JMG Financial
Group Ltd. in January
2017. In addition to his new
role, he also serves as the
principal and is on both the
executive committee and
board of directors at JMG
Financial. He has extensive
experience providing advice
on investment strategies,
tax and estate planning,
and retirement planning.
Cecchini also serves as
chairman of the Forever
Fund Investment Committee
for the United Way of Lake
County.
Brian Cluster (MBA ’97)
was recently promoted to
director of consumer insights
and business intelligence
at Pilot Automotive in Los
Angeles.
Shannon M. McNulty
(LAS MS ’97, JD ’03) was

BIRTHS & ADOPTIONS
David Walczak (LAS ’05)
and Kelley Walczak (MBA
’10) welcomed their first son,
Dominic Francis Walczak,
on Nov. 18, 2016.

named to the 2017 edition
of The Best Lawyers in
America. She is a personal
injury lawyer and wrongful
death attorney and partner
at Clifford Law Offices PC
in Chicago.
Michael J. Murphy
(LAS ’97) now works as an
associate attorney with Botto
Gilbert Lancaster PC in
Crystal Lake, Ill. Previously,
he was the owner and
principal attorney of his own
law firm. He concentrates his
legal practice in the areas of
residential and commercial
real estate, estate planning
and business development.
Todd S. Pugh (JD ’97)
was elected to the board of
directors of the National
Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers at the
organization’s 59th annual
meeting in Palm Beach, Fla.
He is a partner at Breen &
Pugh in Chicago, where
he has practiced criminal
defense for 20 years.
Mike Sheridan (CDM
MS ’97) has assumed the
position of chief revenue
officer at Tango Inc., a
leading global provider of
IT and telecom expense
management software and
related services. Sheridan is
responsible for all aspects
of sales, including direct
sales, account management,
business development and
channel sales.

Lindsey Carpino (LAS ’07)
and her husband, Charles
Corella, welcomed their
daughter, Madison Marie
Corella, on Jan. 5. Carpino
is a law librarian at Sidley
Austin LLP and Corella is
an executive for PNC Bank.
Jonathan Shore (BUS
’06) and his wife, Samira,
celebrated the birth of their
first child, Jayla Hasanovic
Shore, on July 3, 2016.

Christina Flores (CDM
’11) and her husband,
Emmanuel Espino,
welcomed daughter Olivia
in April 2016.
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» Frank A. Sommario
(BUS ’97, JD ’00),
partner at Romanucci
& Blandin LLC, was
sworn in as the new
president of the
Justinian Society of
Lawyers on Sept. 15,
2016. The Justinian
Society is one of the
largest ethnic bar
associations in the
United States.

officer of Nurturing Wisdom
Tutoring, which offers oneon-one, in-home, customized
tutoring in the Chicagoland
and San Francisco Bay areas.

» Richard Barrett
(THE ’98, BUS MS ’01)
was promoted to the
director of treasury at
Rotary International.
He also was awarded
the chartered financial
analyst designation
by the CFA Institute.
Joshua J. Dieden (JD
’98) was appointed associate
judge by the circuit judges
of the 18th Judicial Court,
DuPage County, to fill the
vacancy of Associate Judge
Mary E. O’Connor. He
was previously an associate
with Richard A. Kayne &
Associates in Naperville,
Ill., since 2006. He also
served as an assistant
state’s attorney for DuPage
County.
Kurt P. Miscinski (MBA
’98) became partner and
president at HPM Partners
LLC in January 2017. He
is a CPA and a member of
YPO, Vistage and Business
Executives for National
Security.
Kevin A. Spires (SNL
’98) was promoted to
senior vice president of risk
practices at Hylant Group
Inc., in Toledo, Ohio,
where he leads risk practice
areas, including property,
marine, global risk, casualty,
environmental, executive
risk, aviation, property risk
control, surety and claims.
Spires previously led the
property and marine and
global risk practices.
Donald V. Versen Jr.
(SNL ’98) was named
chief operating officer of
Novus Law LLC, a global
legal services firm based in
Chicago, in December 2016.
He is responsible for leading
the firm’s client services and
technology solutions teams,
as well as participating in its
strategic development.

» Matthew Williams
(JD ’98) was named an
Illinois Super Lawyer in
Super Lawyers’ Top
100 of 2017 list.
Williams is a partner at
Salvi, Schostok &
Pritchard PC.
Jin “James” Xu (JD ’98,
LLM ’99) was appointed
to the board of directors of
Boyalife Investment Inc.
and Boyalife (Hong Kong)
Limited. He is a practicing
attorney and licensed CPA
who has been the general
counsel of Boyalife since
2010.
Robert Yates (MBA ’98)
was promoted to vice president of distribution planning
at CNO Financial Group
Inc. Yates is now responsible
for all distribution planning
functions for the Bankers Life
business segment, including
field compensation, agency
relations, real estate and field
support.
Michael J. Casper (MBA
’99) is the new president
and CEO of the Jo-Carroll
Energy cooperative. He
has more than 25 years of
experience in the energy
industry, most recently at
the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association.
Stanley J. Czaja (BUS
’99, JD ’03) was named
underwriting counsel for the
states of Illinois and Indiana
in the Midwest agency group
of WFG National Title
Insurance Company. Before
joining WFG, he spent 12
years in private practice,
focusing on residential
and commercial real estate
transactions and related
litigation, including short sale
negotiations, loan modifications and loan workouts.
Erin K. Doyle (MED ’99)
is co-owner and chief culture

Steven R. Dyki (JD ’99)
received the 2016 Champion
of Civil Justice Award from
the Lawsuit Reform Alliance
of New York. He is an
attorney with Russo & Toner
LLP in New York City.
Wendy M. Musielak (BUS
’99, JD ’03) was recognized
as a 2016 Emerging Lawyer
in Illinois by the Leading
Lawyers Network. She is a
partner with the Andrew
Cores Family Law Group, a
division of Esp Kreuzer Cores
LLP, based in Wheaton,
Ill. She concentrates her
legal practice in family law,
divorce, child custody, child
support, spousal support and
prenuptial agreements.
Paul D. Roche Jr. (MBA
’99) is vice chairman at
ASUG in Chicago and
chief operating officer for
Network Services Co., an
international distributor of
janitorial, sanitary, packaging
and food service disposables
and commercial printing
products.
2000s
Jeffrey J. Antonelli
(JD ’00) was a keynote
speaker on Part 107, the
new FAA commercial drone
regulations, at InterDrone,
the International Drone
Conference and Exposition,
held Sept. 7-9, 2016, in Las
Vegas.
Lorna Caputo (BUS ’00)
joined Southwick Associates
as an analyst and communications expert. She previously
worked for the Outdoor
Industry Association as a
market and consumer insights
manager and analyst.
R. Linda Rangel-Campos
(JD ’00) is executive director
of Civic Legal Corps, a
nonprofit law firm based
in Chicago’s West Loop.
She previously served as an
attorney in private practice.
Rangel-Campos is also a
board member for Taller de
Jose, a community resource
center located in Chicago’s
Little Village neighborhood.

James R. Rowe (LAS ’00,
JD ’03) was elected state’s
attorney of Kankakee County
in Illinois.
Bill Shannon (MBA ’00)
recently became head of the
central region of HSBC Private Bank. Based in Chicago,
he leads a team serving the
investment management,
lending, trust, wealth
planning and banking needs
of high and ultra-high net
worth clients. He has more
than 20 years of experience in
wealth management.
Michael J. Valentinas (BUS
’00) was hired as portfolio
manager in the Chicago office
of Advisory Research Inc. He
manages sustainable dividend
strategies for both global and
U.S. mandates.
Kenneth E. Yeadon (JD
’00) joined the law firm
of Hinshaw & Culbertson
LLP as a partner in the
Chicago office. Previously an
assistant U.S. attorney for the
Northern District of Illinois
and a senior attorney with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission’s Division of
Enforcement, Yeadon focuses
his practice on government
investigations and securities
litigation, internal investigations, compliance counseling,
health care fraud, tax fraud
and other complex business
disputes.
Joanna Bauza (MBA
’01) has been named to the
Marquette University board
of trustees. Bauza is cofounder and president of The
Cervantes Group, one of the
largest technology companies
in Puerto Rico, with offices in
Boston, Chicago, Madrid and
Querétaro, Mexico.
Mariann Gullo (CMN
’01) was elected second
vice president of the Joint
Civic Committee of Italian
Americans. She serves on
the board of directors of
Elk Grove Village Italian
Sister Cities Inc. She is the
COO of Gullo International
Development Corporation,
a commercial and industrial
real estate development and
management firm.
Matthew J. May (MBA
’01) was elected principal
shareholder in the Chicago

office of Banner & Witcoff,
Ltd., a national intellectual
property law firm. He joined
the firm as a law clerk in
2007 and as an attorney
in 2009. He focuses on
utility and design patent
applications for a variety of
technological areas, including
athletic equipment, footwear,
lighting fixtures, railroad
technologies, light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) and business
methods. He also prepares
and prosecutes trademark
applications, and has been a
member of litigation teams
for both patent protection
and trademark protection
cases.
Trisha K. Tesmer (JD ’01),
a litigation and appellate
partner at Cassiday Schade
LLP, was named as one of
“Forty Illinois Attorneys
Under Forty to Watch” for
2016 by the Law Bulletin
Publishing Company,
publishers of Chicago Lawyer
magazine and the Chicago
Daily Law Bulletin.
Marianthi B. Thanopoulos
(CMN ’01) was appointed
to the Arlington Heights
Memorial Library board of
trustees. She is the public
information officer for the
Village of Mount Prospect
and the founder of Tharos
Productions, a nonprofit
production company.
Michelle Wahl (LAS ’01)
was promoted to partner at
Swanson, Martin & Bell LLP.
Wahl focuses her practice on
asbestos litigation, entertainment and media law, and
intellectual property litigation
and transactional services.
Nathaniel C. Walcott
(MUS ’01) is now the
keyboardist for the band Red
Hot Chili Peppers. Previously
he was part of the band
Bright Eyes.
Stephen L. Williams (MBA
’01) is national director of
financial planning delivery at
BMO Wealth Management
in Chicago. In his revised
role, he will continue to
provide important centralized
support for the Private Bank,
which includes oversight of
tools and technology, thought
leadership and quality
control.

global controller of corporate
accounting at Ares Management LP in Los Angeles. He
previously served as CFO for
BlueCrest Capital Finance LP
and BlueCrest Advisors LP.
Carina Olaru (LAS ’02)
is the director of the Latino
Cultural Center at Purdue
University. She previously
served as an assistant professor
at Monmouth College.

» Laura Zinanni (LAS
’01) was promoted to
vice president, office
of the CEO, of the
Chicago Board
Options Exchange,
where she will serve as
a primary advisor to
CEO Edward T. Tilly,
advise on enterprisewide strategy projects
and oversee execution
of related initiatives.
Zinanni previously
served as CBOE’s
special assistant to the
CEO and lead counsel.

Dennis C. Petrillo (MBA
’02) joined Autocar Trucks
as the director of sales for
concrete pumps and conveyor
chassis. Companies for
which Petrillo has previously
worked include Putzmeister,
McNeilus and Liebherr
Concrete Technology.
Mike Sweitzer-Beckman
(LAS ’02) was hired as the
annual fund gift officer
at Edgewood College in
Madison, Wis., in December
2016.

Valerie Baxendale (JD ’02)
has joined Wolters Kluwer’s
U.S. advisory services practice
as senior regulatory consultant. Baxendale has more
than 20 years of experience as
a corporate officer, attorney
and compliance professional.
Her areas of expertise
include retail consumer
and commercial banking
compliance, and mutual
fund and broker-dealer legal
compliance.
Christine T. Bunuan (THE
’02) wrote and performed in
“Christmas at Christine’s,”
Silk Road Rising’s first-ever
holiday show, which had its
world premiere run Dec.
1-23, 2016, in Chicago. She
is a proud member of Actors’
Equity Association and serves
on its central regional board
of directors.
Jeff Houston (MBA ’02)
has joined Navidar as a
managing director based
in Austin, Texas. Houston
provides focused research
on the SaaS software,
e-commerce and internet
sectors, as well as broader
technology trends. Previously,
Houston spent 13 years as a
Wall Street analyst at William
Blair, Northland Securities
and Barrington Research.
Mark C. Infanger (MBA
’02) is a principal and
SPRING 2017

Peter R. Tyksinski (JD ’02)
and his law firm, Momo-o,
Matsuo & Namba, hosted the
2016 Interlaw Annual Global
Meeting at the Imperial Hotel
in Tokyo Oct. 26-30, 2016.
Momo-o, Matsuo & Namba
is a member of Interlaw, a
top-ranked international
network of independent law
firms.
Brian A. Vazzana (BUS
’02) is an assurance
partner at BDO USA LLP
in Chicago. In this role, he
advises clients on financial
auditing engagements
and information systems
testing and compliance. He
previously served as a director
for the company.
Hassan Burshaid (MBA
’03, BUS MS ’06) was
named general manager of
the human resources and
administration group at the
Bank of Bahrain and Kuwait.
Burshaid will be responsible
for the group’s human
resources and administration
operations of Bahrain and the
bank’s overseas branches.
Aashish B. Dalal (CDM
MS ’03) was named one
of Crain’s Top 40 Under
40 for 2016. In 2005, he
founded ParkWhiz, which
makes smartphone-enabled,
on-demand connections
between drivers and big-city
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Maria Guerra Lapacek
(JD ’03, MBA ’03) was
selected by Mayor Rahm
Emanuel to be his director
of legislative counsel and
government affairs. Guerra
Lapacek presently serves as
the commissioner of the
department of business affairs
and consumer protection.
Ismael Rosa II (CDM
’03) is a co-owner and head
coach of Outpost Crossfit
in Gurnee, Ill. The fitness
facility received Lake County’s
Community Support Award
for its contributions and
dedication to the Lake
County Children’s Advocacy
Center.
Catherine Terpstra (SNL
’03) has been appointed
president of the board of
directors of the Mainstreet
Organization of Realtors
(MORe). Terpstra, a licensed
realtor and mortgage broker,
brings 12 years of real estate
experience to her new role.
Terpstra’s one-year term
started Sept. 9, 2016.
Sattam S. Al-Gosaibi
(MBA ’04) was named
group chief executive officer
of Bahrain Development
Bank in December 2016.
He has 20 years of banking
experience in various financial
institutions, including the
Saudi-British Bank and Al
Baraka Islamic Bank. He also
sits on the board of several
companies in Bahrain.

» Zoaib Mirza (CDM
MS ’04, SNL MS ’09,
SNL MA ’10), director
of innovation, academic technology and
multimedia at DeVry
Education Group,
received from the
local Supporting
Learning and Technology in Education

40

(SLATE) organization
the SLATE Star
Award for his leadership and contributions
to the general
community of
practice in educational technology and
promotion of SLATE.
Zachary Mucha (SNL ’04)
published “Emotional Abuse:
A Manual for Self-Defense”
in January 2017. He is a
psychotherapist in private
practice in Chicago and
a clinical associate faculty
member of the Chicago
Center for Psychoanalysis.
Ernest A. Nolan (MFA
’04), an award-winning director and playwright based
in Chicago, has been named
the new artistic director of
Nashville Children’s Theatre.
He assumed the position
Feb. 1, 2017.
Sally A. Washlow (MBA
’04) is CEO of Chicagobased Cobra Electronics
Corp., a producer of
high-definition action-sports
cameras and accessories. The
company was recognized as
TWICE VIP Award winner
for the WASPcam 9905 WiFi Action-Sport camera in the
Action Camera Category.
Janai E. Brugger-Orman
(MUS ’05), a Chicago-born
rising opera star, performed
and taught a master class
at Millersville University’s
Winter Center, located in
central Pennsylvania.

» Nicholas Ionita
(CDM MS ’05) is now
chief product officer
at Joyus Inc. in San
Francisco. He oversees product management, design and
engineering for the
syndicated video
commerce company.
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Brent Kado (LAS MA ’05)
wrote and directed Flowfeel
Films’ “A Short History of
Drugs in the Valley.” The film
is now available exclusively on
Amazon Video.
Azeeza Khan (LAS ’05),
a high-end, ready-to-wear
fashion designer based in
Chicago, presented the spring
2017 collection of her line,
Azeeza, in New York and
Paris.
Paula Sanders-Avant (MED
’05) was named an assistant
principal of Power Middle
School in Farmington, Mich.,
in December 2016. She joined
Farmington High School
as a guidance counselor in
2007 and was named interim
assistant principal in August
2016. She previously was an
elementary teacher and high
school counselor in other
school districts in Michigan
and Illinois.
Michael J. Cassel (JD ’06)
was named to Crain’s Top 40
Under 40 for 2016. Cassel
serves as the director of global
corporate citizenship in the
Great Lakes region for Boeing.
Prior to that position, he spent
nearly two years with the
Obama administration. Cassel
now oversees several million
dollars in charitable and
sponsorship giving.
Christopher DeMale
(MBA ’06) is now a regional
consultant in the Illinois
and Wisconsin markets for
WealthVest, a financial services
distribution firm. Previously,
he was a senior vice president
at Bluerock Capital Markets.
DeMale is a CFA charterholder and a member of the CFA
Society of Chicago.
Hamzah Mohammedkamal
Jamjoom (CDM ’06, MFA
’12) recently directed an
Arabic television series called
“Wa-Mahyaya” (“The Ego”),
which deals with being
Saudi in the United States.
Jamjoom also created the film
“Balance,” which deals with
two aspects of ego.
Patrick D. McHale (JD
’06) has been appointed
director, associates and
counsel, at Mestel &
Company, a leading national
attorney placement company
based in Chicago. He is

responsible for the placement
of associates, counsel and
in-house counsel at law firms
and corporations across
various industries. Previously,
McHale spent almost 10 years
as a litigator.
Ricardo Castro (EDU ’07),
an Elk Grove High School
ESL teacher who created
a leadership program for
students, has been named the
2017 Illinois Teacher of the
Year by the Illinois State Board
of Education. His program,
Estudiantes Unidos, challenges
Elk Grove High School
students to mentor their
junior high and elementary
school counterparts.
Jonathan E. Cavins (LAS
’07, JD ’10) was named
partner at Brennan Burtker.
Cavins concentrates his
practice in civil litigation with
an emphasis on medical liability defense and commercial
litigation.
Jason Fliess (MFA ’07) now
serves as co-artistic director of
Chicago’s Stage Left Theatre.
An ensemble member of the
theatre since 2009, Fleece
previously served as associate
artistic director.
Fleurette King (LAS MA
’07) is now the assistant vice
president for equity and
inclusion at the University of
Northern Colorado in Greeley.
King oversees the university’s
seven cultural and resource
centers, coordinates cultural
programming, develops and
delivers related professional
development, facilitates
ongoing equity and diversity
planning and assessment, and
supports community building,
campus climate strategies
and equity and inclusion
initiatives.
Jennifer Lewin (MED ’07)
has been appointed STEM
coordinator for Evanston/
Skokie School District 65
by the district’s partner, the
Northwestern University
Science in Society Center.
Lewin comes to the district
from the Chicago Public
Schools, where she taught
science at the middle-school
level and served as a science
lead teacher and a member
of her school’s instructional
leadership team.

Cory D. Tiffin (MUS
’07) was clarinet soloist at
the opening of the Illinois
Valley Symphony Orchestra’s
67th season on Sept. 25,
2016. Tiffin performed the
“Premiere Rhapsody” by
Claude Debussy. Tiffin is
instructor of clarinet at Loyola
University Chicago and
principal clarinetist of the Las
Vegas Philharmonic.
Ivan Baublitz (MED ’08)
made his debut as an author
with “Dirty Laundry: A True
Story.” The book chronicles
his 40-year journey from
growing up poor in Chicago
to becoming senior director
of admissions at DeVry
University from 2012 to 2016.
Sheri G. Haynes (LAS MS
’08), a debt specialist in the
U.S. Railroad Retirement
Board (RRB) Bureau of Fiscal
Operations, has been honored
with an RRB Award for
Excellence. The award is the
most prestigious granted by
the agency to its employees.

» Eric R. Post (JD ’08)
was named a partner
with Varnum Law,
based in Grand Rapids,
Mich., on Nov. 30, 2016.
He is a corporate
attorney advising
startups, private and
family-owned businesses, and multinational
companies in the
automotive, manufacturing, technology,
retail and health care
industries.
Paul A. Rodriguez (JD
’08) was elevated to partner
at Cantor Colburn LLP in
Detroit.
Ryan Wietholter (CSH
’08) passed his principles
and practice of engineering
exam and is now licensed
as a professional engineer in
chemical engineering in the
State of California.

Kyle Davis (JD ’09, CDM
MS ’09) joined Patterson &
Sheridan LLP in Houston
as an associate. Davis works
with clients primarily in the
software industry and has
experience in both patent
prosecution and litigation.

2010s
Derek J. Barthel (LAS ’10)
has joined the Woodstock
Institute in Chicago as
a research associate. He
previously served as a research
analyst for Northeastern
Illinois University.

Elizabeth D. Honold (LAS
MS ’09) was appointed finance
director at the Saint Luke’s
Foundation of Cleveland. In
this role, she is responsible for
developing and implementing
financial accounting and
investment procedures to
achieve the mission and vision
established by the foundation’s
board. Previously, she served
as manager of investments
and finance for the Cleveland
Foundation.

Paul E. Blom (LAS MA
’10) returned as a teaching
fellow for Yale University’s
2016 summer session. He
taught the study abroad course
Visual Approaches to Global
Health in Johannesburg,
South Africa, and Mbabane,
Swaziland. Blom has written
promotional video scripts
for Creative Cabin Studios.
He co-wrote the short film
“Marisa at Brunch” with
Visual Epidemiology Inc.

Sr. Sophie A. Lado (SNL
’09) helped establish the
first American apostolate of
the South Sudanese Sisters
of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
congregation in Phoenix.
She is the local superior and
also serves as the director
of religious education for
children at St. James Roman
Catholic Parish in Glendale,
Ariz. Lado most recently
worked with women seeking
self-sufficiency in South Sudan
and Sudan.
Brian P. Rogan (MBA
’09, BUS MS ’10) joined
Associated Bank, Chicago, as
vice president and relationship
manager for commercial real
estate. Rogan serves on the
board and is treasurer for the
DePaul Real Estate Alumni
Alliance.
Jillian Sheehan (MBA
’09) now serves as CFO of
Raise, an online gift-card
marketplace. Sheehan is the
former CEO of Textura.
Dennis R. Tomaszewski
(MS ’09) has been awarded
the Chartered Financial
Analyst designation. He
is vice president of wealth
management at Cornerstone
National Bank & Trust Co.
in Illinois.
Matthew M. Zuziak (CSH
’09, CSH MS ’10, JD ’15)
is an associate at Steptoe &
Johnson LLP in Chicago,
where he is a member of the
intellectual property group
and focuses his practice on
patent litigation.

» Aaron D. Boeder (JD
’10) was named an
Illinois Super Lawyer in
the 2017 Top 100 list.
Boeder is an associate
at Salvi, Schostok &
Pritchard PC.
Marc A. Fiedler (MBA
’10) joins Avison Young as
a senior associate. He brings
eight years of commercial real
estate experience and will help
expand the firm’s office tenant
specialty.

» Paul H. Frank (LAS
MS ’10) was elected to
the Lake County, Ill.,
11th District Board and
as Lake County Forest
Preserve district
commissioner in
November 2016. Paul
was previously elected

Spotlight

Photo © Jason Laveris/FilmMagic/Getty Images

garages. In 2016, ParkWhiz
purchased New York market
leader BestParking.

W

hen Tarell Alvin McCraney (THE ’03), left, and Barry
Jenkins accepted this year’s Academy Award for Best
Adapted Screenplay for “Moonlight,” not many people realized
McCraney just won an Oscar for a story that started as homework.
“Moonlight,” which won best picture at both the Oscars and
the Golden Globe Awards, was adapted by Jenkins, who also
directed the film, from “In Moonlight Black Boys Look Blue,”
which McCraney began as a class project while an undergraduate
at DePaul and finished a few years after graduating.
The movie focuses on McCraney’s impressions of growing up
as a gay African-American boy but incorporates both his and
Jenkins’ experiences being raised by single mothers struggling
with drug addiction just blocks from each other in the Liberty
City neighborhood of Miami. Among the movie’s ensemble cast
is Ashton Sanders, who studied at The Theatre School.
For McCraney, playwriting is about giving a voice to the
voiceless, opening up worlds that are seldom seen on stage
or on screen.
“I think everybody in Liberty City, regardless of sexual
identification, feels proud to have a movie that’s about where
we live, and that deals with the issues that we deal with, but
doesn’t … make a miserable portrait of it,” he told NBC News
in a 2016 interview. “It still looks like a beautiful place. You still
see that there are good people there and people who may do
things that are less desirable, but who also have good hearts.”
During his acceptance speech, McCraney dedicated the film to
people who identify with its message: “This goes out to all those
black and brown boys and girls and nongender-conforming
[people] who don’t see themselves [on the screen]. We’re trying
to show you you, and us. This is for you.”
McCraney becomes the chair of playwriting at Yale School
of Drama on July 1. The recipient of a MacArthur Fellowship
“genius grant” in 2013, he is an ensemble member of Steppenwolf Theatre in Chicago and Teo Castellanos/D Projects
Theater Company in Miami. In February 2017, he was named
best midcareer playwright by PEN America, a literary and human
rights organization. He donated the prize money to the African
Heritage Cultural Arts Center in Miami.
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twice as a Highland
Park, Ill., city councilman and served on the
city council from 2011
to 2016. Frank works in
public policy as the
senior director of
government affairs for
WellCare Health Plans.
Colleen A. O’Toole
(MPA ’10) was hired as city
manager for Durand, Mich.,
in January 2017. Previously,
she was chief operating
officer at CartoFront, a
technology-based company in
Chicago.
Nicholas Campbell (JD
’11, CDM MS ’11) was
designated as a fellow of
information privacy by the
International Association
of Privacy Professionals.
Campbell is product and
privacy counsel for Bazaarvoice in Austin, Texas.

IN MEMORIAM
Lord, we commend to
you the souls of our
dearly departed. In your
mercy and love, grant
them eternal peace.
Alumni
Joan C. Rieger (CER ’46) »
Shirley Basco (LAS ’47) »
Sol Yates (BUS ’48) » The
Hon. John J. Stamos (JD ’48)
» Walter E. Arlt (BUS ’49)
» Theodore J. Berg (MUS
’49) » Joyce M. Pawlicki
(LAS ’49) » Gerald V. Radice
(BUS ’49) » Joseph C.
Ciontea (MUS ’50) » Arline
Gaines (LAS ’50) » George
H. Henningsen (LAS ’50) »
Mary L. Lydon (CER ’50) »
Edward F. Pazdur (LAS ’50)
» Joy Thorne (GSD ’50) »
Robert E. McKay (BUS ’51)
» James E. Riley (LAS ’51)
» Henry J. Wojtyla (LAS ’51,
EDU MA ’63) » Thomas R.
Caplis (EDU ’52) » Mary
A. Castagna (LAS ’52) »
Morgan M. Finley (BUS ’52)
» Robert J. Hartman (LAS
’52) » Morton A. Kier (JD
’52) » The Hon. Louis J.
Perona (LAW ’52) » Patricia
A. Karr (CER ’53) » Chester
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Jorge E. Diaz (MBA ’11)
is senior vice president for
global human resources for
Fleetmatics Group PLC,
which he joined in June 2012.
Diaz serves as a member of
the board of directors for the
National Latino Education
Institute and as a member of
the Human Capital Advisory
Council for a Better Chicago.
He was honored in 2010 by
the Hispanic Association for
Corporate Responsibility as
a Young Hispanic Corporate
Achiever.
Conor F. Linnihan (CMN
’11) is an account supervisor
at Linnihan Foy Advertising in
Minneapolis. His role includes
creating compelling user
experiences in complex digital
markets. He was previously
an account supervisor at Solve
Advertising and Branding.
Sravanthi Putumbaka
(BUS ’11) is an investment
banking analyst at Brown

Kondratowicz (LAS ’53) »
Joseph Slowik (GSD ’53) »
Richard H. Crokin (JD ’54)
» John F. Gorman (BUS
’54, JD ’64, LLM ’80) »
Lorraine A. Leknick (LAS ’54)
» Albert J. Nader (LAS ’54)
» Richard A. Philbin (BUS
’54) » Romuald M. Dziopek
(MM ’55) » Edward S. Gall
(BUS ’55) » Sr. Jean E. Selcke
(LAS MA ’55) » Frank J.
Angone (BUS ’56) » Robert
Q. Kelly (JD ’56) » Gerald
P. Collinge (BUS ’57) »
Edward F. Gardas (BUS ’57)
» Michael L. Invergo (LAW
’57, LAS ’61) » Anthony T.
Orlando (BUS ’57) » Ronald
L. Sack (LAS ’57) » John
R. McAllister (BUS ’58) »
Edmund S. Rzeszotarski (BUS
’58) » John E. Cooper (JD
’59) » Howard A. Sikorski
(BUS ’59) » George J.
Strnad (LAS MA ’59) » Sr.
Margaret Ann White (LAS
’59) » Thomas G. Corman
Sr. (BUS ’60) » Gladys T.
Elwood (CSH ’60) » Gerald
Felz (EDU ’60) » Alice C.
Halpin (CSH ’60) » Charles
A. Jordan (CSH MS ’60)
» William F. Sheahan (LAS
’60, MED ’69) » Roger C.
Williams (LAS ’60) » Donna
R. Wilson (LAS ’60) » Jakob
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Gibbons Lang & Co. LLC
in Chicago. She previously
served as a senior analyst at
B.C. Ziegler and Co.
Phillip Rodriguez (MPA
’11) was appointed deputy
chief of staff for public
engagement by Illinois Gov.
Bruce Rauner. Rodriguez
brings more than 10
years of external affairs
experience in municipal
and state government to
the administration.
Phyllis D. Roman (JD ’11)
was recently named partner
at Giamanco & Ooink, based
in Bolingbrook, Ill. Roman
represents clients in a range
of legal matters, including
personal injury, civil litigation,
traffic matters and workers’
compensation.
Caitlin Barlow (MED ’12)
is starring in a comedy series
on the TV Land network. As
one of the six women who

Wohn (LAS ’60) » The Hon.
Robert J. Cashen (JD ’61) »
Louis C. Nesslar (GSD ’61) »
Bernard E. Schaner (JD ’61) »
Charles D. Gordon (EDU MA
’62) » Edward G. Havlik Jr.
(BUS ’62) » John E. Lavelle
(LAS ’62) » Michael L.
Supera (BUS ’62) » Edward
T. Ossman (MBA ’63) » Rev.
Marion R. Deck Tor (LAS
’63) » Joseph A. Coakley Sr.
(JD ’64) » J. Randolph Kirby
(MED ’64, LAS MA ’69) »
Mary A. Nardi (LAS ’64) »
Frank Schneider (CSH ’64)
» James E. Benner (LAS ’65)
» Dolores A. Dutkiewicz
(CSH ’65, CSH MS ’70) »
Jay W. Lottes (LAS ’65) »
David C. Bagby (LAS ’66)
» Marie J. Kuda (LAS ’66)
» Michael J. Moriarty (BUS
’66) » Jeannette E. Nolan
(BUS ’66) » Dorothy C.
Voros (LAS ’67) » Matthew
J. Mikulich (CSH MS ’68)
» Chloe I. Arlan (JD ’69,
LAS ’70) » Douglas V. Rage
(BUS ’69) » H. Phillip
Engstrom (BUS ’70) » Rev.
Michael T. Ivers (LAS ’70) »
Sr. Cecilia A. McClain (MM
’70) » Glenn E. Pasvogel Jr.
(JD ’70) » Francis J. Nelligan
(BUS ’71) » James E. Sutter
(BUS ’71) » Edward P. Clark

make up the comedy troupe
the Katydids, she writes, performs in and is an executive
producer of “Teachers,” a
parody of elementary schools.
After earning her master’s
degree at DePaul, she taught
English for a year in Japan and
then spent four years teaching
fourth grade in Chicago
Public Schools.
Karl Brooks (EdD ’12)
was selected Region IV-East
Outstanding Community
College Professional by
NASPA Student Affairs
Administrators in Higher
Education. He is vice
president for student affairs at
Oakton Community College,
with campuses in Des Plaines,
Ill., and Skokie, Ill.
Kambium E. Buckner (JD
’12) was appointed to the
board of trustees for Chicago
State University by Illinois
Gov. Bruce Rauner. Buckner
is the executive director at

(CSH MS ’72) » Donald C.
Gillum (MBA ’73) » Edward
J. O’Connor Jr. (BUS ’73)
» William L. Burg Jr. (BUS
’74, MBA, ’77) » Nancy L.
Jones (CSH ’74) » Thomas
M. Dwan Jr. (BUS ’75) »
James J. Folger (CSH ’75)
» Kathleen A. Scheele (JD
’75) » Gregory N. Freerksen
(JD ’76) » Lawrence M.
Jones (BUS ’76) » Michael
G. Horan (MBA ’77) »
Glenn G. Blair (MST ’78) »
Forrest D. Laidley (JD ’78)
» Francella R. Darley (SNL
’79) » Bonita R. Delbert
(LAS MA ’79) » Thomas
J. Russell, Jr. (JD ’79) »
Terry J. Kenney (BUS ’80) »
Eleanor A. Kreyche (LAS ’80,
LAS MA ’85) » Patrick M.
Mulloy (MBA ’80) » Martha
T. Douds (BUS MS ’81) »
Michael E. Woods (CDM
’83) » Randall J. Hillmann
(BUS MS ’84) » Joel J. Meus
(BUS MS ’84) » Anthony
P. Czarnik (CDM ’85, BUS
MS ’93) » Daniel J. Knight
(MBA ’87) » Elizabeth Riley
(MED ’89) » Charles W. Sisk
(CDM MS ’89) » William L.
Weiss (LLD ’90) » William
F. Hurley (JD ’91) » Joan A.
Waltz (SNL ’91) » Harry R.
Blom (CDM ’92) » Mark

World Sport Chicago, where
he is responsible for overseeing
the organization’s administration, budget programs and
strategic planning.
Brittany M. Lewis
(CMN ’12) joined the
24-Hour News 8 Team at
LIN Television Corp. as a
multimedia journalist. She
previously served as a digital
content producer at ABC
affiliate RTV6 in Indianapolis.

» Eric L. Marion (SNL
’12) earned his MBA
with honors from
Indiana Wesleyan

J. Costanzi (MFA ’92) »
Paul M. Jacobs (MST ’95) »
Timothy J. Lawler (LAS ’95)
» Linda J. Frye-Anderson
(CSH ’99) » Jennifer L.
Koutouras (MBA ’02) »
Richard Postrozny (SNL MA
’05) » Jigar K. Patel (JD ’06)
» Ashley L. Anderson (EDU
’08) » Samantha E. Pliska
(JD ’08) » Esteban Velazquez
(LAS ’08) » Tim F. Murphy
(BUS ’11) » Lucas A. Farias
(BUS ’16) » Robert W.
Mikolajewski (CSH MS ’16)
» Mike O’Donnell (CSH ’16)
Friends
Jane E. Alderman » Michele
C. Allen » Anne Marie
Dockery Boyd » Carol K.
Cyganowski » Kenneth
Fidel » Ronald E. Johnson
» Edward M. Kroer Jr. »
Vladimir Leyetchkiss » Marilyn M. Kennedy » Richard P.
Kiphart » Ryan C. Martin »
Cynthia Milsap » Patricia C.
Phadke » Carol L. Sharp
Editor’s Note: Due to space
limitations, this memorial list
includes only those alumni
and friends who our offices
have confirmed have passed
away since the previous issue
was printed.

University and is
working toward
earning his DBA.
Kelly L. Petersen (JD
’12) was named co-chair of
the Northwest Suburban
Bar Association’s Young
Lawyers Committee. She
is a member of Anderson
& Associates PC, of
Schaumburg, Ill.
Alexandria Srbinovski
(CMN ’12) opened a
marketing and social media
management group called
Sociallie. She also is director of the Hinsdale (Ill.)
Chamber of Commerce and
coordinates special events.
She is working with many
artists from “American
Idol” and “The Voice” for
Uniquely Thursdays, a
weekly summer concert
series in the suburb.
Lisandra Tena (THE ’12)
took her one-woman play
“Guera” on tour in New
Mexico and Arizona in
early 2017, and will open
it in summer 2017 in Los
Angeles.
Kristen E. Vanderwarker
(MFA ’12) directed
the world premiere of
“Psychonaut Librarians,” a
fantasy adventure written
by Chicago playwright
Sean Kelly, to kick off the
2017 season of the Chicago
theatre company The New
Colony.

» Veronica Appleton
(CMN MA ’13) has
published her first
children’s book,
“Journey to Appleville,” a tale of
diversity, learning and
entertainment. In
addition to being an
author of children’s
books, she is an
adjunct professor
of intercultural
communication and

organizational
communications in
DePaul’s College of
Communication.
William Arrington (MBA
’13) joined the strategy and
product development team
of CDC Small Business
Finance in July 2016 in San
Diego, Calif.
Katherine Giger (BUS
’13) has joined Ineo, LLC,
as its manager of global
mobility. Her work focus
is on global financial and
compensation services,
supporting the sales, implementation and onboarding
processes for new clients,
and the ongoing support of
existing clients.
Jennifer G. Griffin
(BUS ’13) was promoted
to Southwest Catering
accounting manager
for Oaklawn Racing &
Gaming, located in Hot
Springs National Park, Ark.
She joined Oaklawn as
internal audit manager in
November 2014. Southwest
Catering is responsible for
Oaklawn’s entire food and
beverage operation.
Lauren M. Kezon (CMN
’13) is a staff writer at the
CBS Local Media 93XRT
blog in Chicago.
Julieta A. Kosiba (LAS
’13) joined HeplerBroom
LLC’s Springfield, Ill., office
as an associate attorney
focusing on civil litigation.

Talen P. Mack (JD ’13)
is now CEO of Bravo Pawn
Systems, an innovative
leader in pawn industry
software. A fifth-generation
pawnbroker, she began
working for Bravo during
law school. She most
recently served as Bravo’s
vice president of business
development and has
helped lead many of the
company’s strategy shifts,
including the acquisition of
CompuPawn.
Tashara Parker (CMN MA
’13) joined the CBS19 News
Team as an evening anchor
in November 2016. The
station, KYTX-TV, serves
the east Texas communities
of Tyler and Longview.
Bradley A. Stephens
II (CMN ’13) competed
in the Illinois Open
Championship of the
Illinois PGA in July 2016.
He is a general manager
at MB Financial Park in
Rosemont, Ill.
Zachary L. Wardlaw
(CMN ’13) was hired as art
director of Scoppechio, an
advertising agency based in
Louisville, Ky.
Tyler M. Young (CMN
’13) co-stars in “Eyewitness” on the USA Network.
He has had small roles in
“Empire” and “Chicago
Fire” and has performed
with Chicago’s Infusion
Theater Company.
William T. Flanagan
(CDM ’14) and Matthew
T. Flanagan (CDM ’14)
worked as cinematographer and producer,
respectively, on the music
video for Zach Cannella’s
single “Jephthah.”
Shaeffer Holt (MFA ’14)
is a segment producer for
MTV’s “Ridiculousness.”

» Mark W. Lenihan (JD
’13) joined Sims Funk
PLC as an associate.
He has experience
representing clients in
commercial matters
such as class action
defense, business
torts, breach of
contract, antitrust,
health care and regulatory investigations.

Taj B. Simmons (CMN
’14) now serves as a video
journalist at Time Warner
Cable News in Raleigh,
N.C. Previously, he was a
multimedia journalist at
KTTC-TV in Rochester, N.Y.
Shannon Stone-Winding
(SNL ’14) joined the board
for the Chicago Chapter of
the National Association
of African Americans

with a Master of Arts
in Latin American and
Caribbean studies.

in Human Resources,
where she serves as vice
president for programs and
professional development.
She is president and
CEO of Shannon Stone
Consulting LLC.
Nicholas C. Wilder
(CMN ’14) joined
WHO-HD Channel 13
News in Des Moines, Iowa,
as a multimedia producer
managing the news station’s
online platforms and
social media channels.
He previously worked
for Comcast SportsNet
Chicago, in addition to
holding several other sports
media positions.
Taylor G. Blim (THE
’15) played Hannah in
“Grizzly Mama,” a play
by George Brant that ran
through Oct. 15, 2016, at
Rivendell Theatre Ensemble
in Chicago. Her theatre
credits include “Mary Page
Marlowe” and “Sucker
Punch.”
Christopher Bonjean
(LAS MNM ’15) has joined
the Illinois Supreme Court
as director of the office of
communications and public
information. His office will
coordinate with the Illinois
Supreme Court’s boards
and commissions, the
developing Illinois Judicial
College and other groups
to create educational and
outreach programs.
Jessica R. Linder (BUS
’15) is executive director
of the Galesburg Area
Chamber of Commerce in
Illinois. She works in senior
management with Hilton
Worldwide.
Alexis N. Moberger
(CMN ’15) joined
WLFI-TV in Lafayette–
West Lafayette, Ind., as a
multiplatform journalist.
Genevieve E. Niemann
(JD ’15) is an associate
attorney at Patton & Ryan
LLC, where she practices
personal injury and insurance
defense. She previously
served as a law clerk for
Schenk Annes Tepper
Campbell Ltd. in Chicago.
Brandy N. Norton (LAS
’15) graduated from the
University of Chicago
SPRING 2017

Mary A. Parkhill (MBA
’15) recently opened a
photography business in
St. Petersburg, Fla. She
is a full-time business
owner and photographer
focusing on outdoor
family portraits.
Yesenia M. Perez (LLM
’15, JD ’15) is in-house
compliance counsel
for Innovative Benefit
Planning, an employee benefit planning and financial
services company in New
Jersey. She previously
served as an attorney at
Heimerl Law Firm, a civil
litigation firm.
Maliha Siddiqui (JD
’15) joined Bradford &
Gordon LLC of Chicago
as an associate, where her
practice is focused on
family law.
James Choi (MFA ’16),
who teaches in DePaul’s
digital cinema program,
screened his microbudget
film “Empty Space” at the
2016 Tallgrass Film Festival
in Wichita, Kan. The film
is about an overweight
young man who goes to
live in self-imposed exile
in a small, rural town to
escape the bullying and
anger he has been exposed
to his entire life.
James S. Coy-Dibley
(CSH ’16) started a
publishing company, the
Chicago House Press,
which published his
first book, “The General
Chemistry Workbook
& Solutions Manual.”
The book is designed for
students seeking a guide
through first-year chemistry
courses or for those who
want to learn more about
the world around them.
Zachary M. Ganieany
(BUS ’16) is an investment
banking analyst at Brown
Gibbons Lang & Co. LLC in
Chicago. He previously served
as an intern at the firm.
Eric Traphagen (CMN
’16) joined the WMBF-TV
news team in Myrtle
Beach, S.C., as a multimedia journalist.
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Do you have a photo that shows your DePaul spirit? Send the image
to dpalumni@depaul.edu with your name and the location where the
photo was taken, and you may see yourself in a future issue of DePaul
Magazine. High-resolution images only.

Joseph Weiss (LAS ’08) with his wife,
Claire, at the base of the Fonte Fria in
Buçaco Forest in Portugal
Jen Kouba (CMN ’07, MA ’11) on
Mount Batur, an active volcano in
Bali, Indonesia

Cubs vs. Rockies Spring
Training Game on March 11 »
In March, more than 50 alumni from
the Arizona Alumni Chapter kicked
off spring training in style! Gathering
on the third-base party deck at Sloan
Park in Mesa, Ariz., alumni enjoyed
a lunch buffet and cheered on the
World Series champion Chicago
Cubs as they beat the Colorado
Rockies 4-3.
Oliver Debe (BUS ’13), Sarah Albert
(CMN ’09) and Juan Mendez (LAS
’07, BUS MS ’16) in St. Thomas, U.S.
Virgin Islands

Trish Brown Cordes (LAS MS ’83) in Cuba

Ten Ninety Brewing Co.
Tour on March 18 » At the
alumni-owned Ten Ninety Brewing
Co. in Glenview, Ill., beer is king.
On a tour of the brewery, alumni
learned about Ten Ninety’s history,
as well as the process of making
beer and the brewery’s plans for the
future. After the tour, the group
enjoyed a tasting of several unique
styles of beer.

Aubriel Bowen (CMN ’12) and Sandra
Bowen (LAS MS ’05, MED ’16) at
Cracker Barrel

Robert Pine (CSH ’74, MBA ’76) at
the Renaissance City Hall in Poznan,
Poland

Katie Bilby (MED ’14) next to
the Boiling River at Yellowstone
National Park
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Alumni University on April
8 » One of DePaul’s greatest
strengths is our outstanding faculty.
On April 8, alumni experienced
this firsthand at Alumni University,
a day of learning and exploration
with DePaul instructors. With
topics like “Mass Incarceration and
the Imprisonment of Democracy,”
“Decision Making and Consumer
Biases” and “Connecting on Climate
and Energy,” alumni got a glimpse
into today’s student experience.

JUNE

Morton Arboretum Tour
and Lunch » Lisle, Ill.
17 Arlington Park Racetrack
Outing » Arlington
Heights, Ill.
20 Pilates and Barre Class at
Pilates ProWorks » Chicago
28 Young Alumni Fireworks
Boat Cruise » Chicago
28 Washington, D.C., Chapter
Washington Nationals vs.
Chicago Cubs Outing »
Washington, D.C.
Jim Patterson (BUS ’78) at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, London
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Gala
M

Upcoming Events
3

Theatre School

JULY

12 Black Alumni Chapter
Summer Reception »
Chicago
30 Wrigley Field Tour and
Lunch » Chicago
AUGUST

5

Tour of the Lincoln Park
Conservatory and Alfred
Caldwell Lily Pool » Chicago
19 Chicago Architecture Boat
Tour » Chicago
Registration dates vary. Please
visit alumni.depaul.edu/events
for more information.

ore than 300 donors, alumni, students,
faculty and friends gathered Nov. 7,
2016, at the Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel for
the annual Theatre School Gala, a spectacular
evening of dinner and entertainment that
included a live auction and live performances
from recent graduates. Since its inception
in 1989, the gala has raised funds for
scholarships that allow talented students
with financial need to attend The Theatre
School (TTS). Theatre School Advisory
Board Chair Brian Montgomery (JD ’89)
noted that, over the years, the gala has raised
more than $6 million and provided 1,200
students with scholarships.
The evening’s honorary co-chair, Monsignor Kenneth Velo, delivered the invocation.

Funds Futures

Playwright and director Kevin Douglas
(THE ’00), an ensemble member of Chicago’s
Lookingglass Theatre, served as alumni host.
He was one of those students, he noted, who
“wasn’t sure I could make it through. With
prayer and perseverance and the help of
generous contributors like you, I was able to
receive a scholarship, stay in my program and
gain confidence in my craft.”
Christian Edwin Cook (MFA ’16) told
the audience that “I consider my Theatre
School training invaluable, but the cost of
my tuition could be a burden. Thanks to the
generosity of donors, I haven’t had to carry
it alone.”
The evening was punctuated by a series of
lively sketches and scenes fashioned for this

year’s DePaul graduate showcases in Chicago,
New York and Los Angeles. Gala attendees also
screened a video that summarized a recent TTS
conference on race relations and the critical
role of theatre in sociopolitical discourse.
“The theatre is a reflection of and catalyst
for changing cultural dynamics,” said TTS
Dean John Culbert. “Our 2016-17 season is
an exploration of today’s societal landscape,
from race relations and politics to identity
and community.”
Culbert praised the contributions of
longtime donors and gala co-chairs Joseph
Antunovich, Karen Hale and Sondra Healy
(THE ’64). Exelon and GEICO were gala
sponsors, and PNC Bank is a sponsor of
Theatre School productions.
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Looking Back Men’s Basketball

1978
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Fans cheer the Blue Demons to a 93-73 men’s basketball victory over Loyola University on Jan. 7, 1978. After the game, DePaulia coverage
noted the DePaul team’s “newfound intensity and togetherness,” and the season proved to be its most winning to date.

